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I

t used to be that stochastic simulations
were known purely for burning out computer hardwa r e, taking hundreds of
hours to generate results and providing
answers that few people understood and even
fewer liked. Now, given the direction of future
regulations and accounting standards and the
increased focus on reserves and capital, insurers (and actuaries) have an increasing need to
build, apply and interpret stochastic models for
many new purposes. For example, in December
2002, the AAA Life Capital Adequacy
Subcommittee recommended C3 Phase II for
required surplus on variable products with
guarantees (GMDBs, GMIBs, GMABs).
Insurers have already started to build or to
extend their modeling capabilities to meet
these demands. Counter-intuitively, it is the
more practical aspects of a stochastic simulation that repeatedly require careful thought
and consideration. It is often assumed that
many of these practical problems are easy to
solve. Unfortunately the opposite can be the
case, resulting in unexpected obstacles that
may be costly to rectify. The purpose of this
article is to provide a high-level overview of a
stochastic simulation from a practical perspective, as well as to briefly touch on some of the
potential mine fields along the way.

A STOCHASTIC MODEL /
SIMULATION – DEFINED
The word “ s t o ch a s t i c,” courtesy of dictiona r y. c o m , is derived from the Greek word
continued on page 5
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The Chairperson’s Corner

Your Feedback
by John F. Bevacqua

I

n the last edition of The Financial
Reporter, I announced that the section
council was going to conduct an online
survey of the section membership, so
that the council can more effectively prioritize
its efforts. The purpose of the survey was to
present to the general membership a variety of
suggestions that the council received during
our hot breakfast in Boston at last year’s annual meeting, and determine which to pursue. I
am pleased to report that 482 members of the
section responded to our online survey. This
represents approximately 13 percent of the section membership—a very strong rate of
response. The results of the survey appear in
the table. (see table in appendix in the back of
this issue).
The section council reviewed these results
and discussed them during our last conference
call on June 30, 2003. Interpreting responses is
always a challenge; while certain conclusions
can clearly be drawn, others are more difficult.
Nevertheless, the section council observed the
following:
•

The average response to the various seminar proposals (3.60) was somewhat higher
than average responses for webcasts (3.33)
and resea rch proposa ls (3.31 ). This
appears to indicate a slight preference
toward seminars.

•

There appears to be strong interest in
areas relating to GAAP.

•

The highest scoring initiative was a seminar on financial projections, receiving an
average score of 3.92, with approximately
70 percent of the respondents scoring this
a four or a five.

•

The low est scoring initia tive was a
proposed web cast o n mergers a nd
acquisitions, receiving an average score of
2.93, with only 28 percent of respondents
scoring this a 4 or a 5.

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN
Based upon the feedback provided, the section
council is pursing the following initiatives:

•

Seminar on Financial Projections: we are
working with the SOA staff to identify an
appropriate time and location for this
seminar and are also working on developing an agenda.

•

Implementing Actuarial Guidelines: the
council is in the process of determining
how to structure a seminar on this topic.
With approximately 40 different actuarial
guidelines currently in effect, we will need
to determine which should be emphasized.

•

Webcasts: the council is in the process of
implementing quarterly “Current Event”
webcasts that will be approximately 1.5 to
two hours in length, cove ring a few
selected topics. Given the interest in
GAAP Issues and Regulatory Updates
expressed in the survey responses, we will
likely rotate between GAAP and statutory
accounting issues.

•

Advanced DAC Issues: the council
reviewed the syllabus of the advanced
GAAP seminar and concluded that a separate seminar focusing exclusively on DAC
would be worthwhile. We are in the
process of outlining an agenda for a seminar on this subject.

•

RFP on Financial Statement Disclosure
P r a c t i c e s : the council decided to take
preliminary steps to issue a Request For
Proposal (RFP) to perform research on the
financial statement disclosure practices of
life insurance companies. We are working
with the SOA staff and appropriate practice areas to define areas of focus and
develop an RFP.

When examining the survey responses, we
found that 460 of the 482 respondents scored at
least one of these five initiatives a 4 or a 5.
Therefore, we are optimistic that the efforts of
the council are well aligned with the interest of
the section.
Thank you all for your participation in the
survey—you have been heard! è

John Bevacqua, FSA,
MAAA, is partner at
Deloitte & Touch LLP
in Hartford, Conn. He
can be reached at
jbevacquafr@deloitte.
com.
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O
Jerry Enoch, FSA,
MAAA, is vice presi dent and actuary at
Lafayette Life Insurance
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ne of the few things we can count
on is that there will be change.
Now, change is coming to the production schedule of The Financial
Reporter. We have been publishing in March,
June, September and December. Starting with
the next issue, we will be publishing in
February, May, August and November. Another
change is that the Society is going to try to get
section newsletters into the readers’ hands earlier in the month of production—during the
first week. Of course, if you’re like me, you just
read them when they come (or try to).
For a small minority of us, the authors,
there is more involved in the change in production schedule. Authors need to know when their
articles must be received by the editor to make
the next issue.

Corrections to Article in the June Issue
of The Financial Reporter
Thanks to the comments from interested readers
of the article, “Purchase GAAP for Equity-Indexed
Annuities,” it was discovered that three formulae in
the article contain minor errors. These errors do
not affect the validity of the concepts presented in
the article. The corrected formulae are listed
below.
On page 14, the formulae for VOBA and DTL
should be:
VOBA = GAAPV – [Invested Assets – P – Tax Rate *
(TaxV –DACTax)] / (1-TaxRate)

4
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Those look like long gaps. I promise, I have
not increased the time allowed for editing!
One consequence of this change in production schedule is that the next issue will be published less than two months after this issue. I
would be worried about a lack of articles, but
I’m already aware of several good articles that
should be ready in time. Of course, I’m hoping
to get more.
I have been very excited about the number
of good, unsolicited articles that have been submitted in recent months. It is clear that a lot is
going on, that many of our members have topics they can write about, and they are doing it!
Thank you so much! I hope that others will consider adding themselves to our group of
authors. è

– Jerry

DTL = TaxRate * [(TaxV-DACTax) – Invested Assets
+ P] / (1-TaxRate).
On page 16, the formula for GAAPV should be:
GAAPV = VOBA + [Invested Assets – P – Tax Rate *
(TaxV –DACTax)] / (1-TaxRate).
We appreciate the readersi’ efforts for calling
them to our attention. We sincerely hope to
receive more comments from interested readers
re ga r di ng t hi s t o pi c . Tha nk y o u fo r y o ur
comments and interest in this article.
Jerry Enoch
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stokhastikos, which means, in short, “to guess
a t .” T h i s, h o w e v e r, is a definition you may
decide not to share with senior management
w he n p re se nti ng s to cha st ic sim ula ti o n
r e s u l t s. A stochastic model by definition has
at least one random variable and deals with
the behavior of modeled variables over time.
S t o cha stic si mula tio n uses a sta tistic al
sampling of multiple replicates (i.e. , repeated
simulations) of the same stochastic model.
S u ch simulations are also sometimes referred
to as Monte Carlo simulations because of
their use of random variables.

financial reporting requirements such as C3
Phase II for required surplus on variable products with guarantees, does have a number of
advantages. For example:
• Complex systems with long time frames
can be studied in compressed time.
•

One is able to assist in decision making
and to quantify the frequency and severity
distributions of future outcomes arising
from different actions/strategies before
implementation.

•

One can attempt to better understand
properties of real world systems such as
policyholder behavior.

•

The benefit from natural risk diversification can be identified and quantified.

STOCHASTIC SIMULATION – WHAT IT IS
A stochastic simulation is an imitation and
simplification of a real world system—an
imprecise technique that provides only statistica l estimates a nd not e xa ct re sults.
S t o chastic simulation serves as one of several
tools in a company’s risk measurement toolkit
that provides assistance in product design and
p r i c i n g, f o r e c a s t i n g, risk management and
financial reporting. Simulations are used
when the financial systems being modeled are
too complex to be described by a set of mathematical equations for which a closed form
analytic solution is readily attainable. Results
tend to be presented in the form of distributions with various statistical measures, such
as conditional tail expectations (CTEs), used
to capture the information contained within.
All in all, applied stochastic simulation is part
a r t , part science, part judgment and part
common sense.

But perhaps most useful (and painful) of
all, you can watch your company fail over and
over again through simulation of those embedded liability options that many people originally deemed to be worthless!

LIMITATIONS OF STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION
S t o chastic simulation requires a considerable
investment of time and expertise. The modeling concepts are technically challenging and
computationally demanding. Often, reliance is
placed (and companies become dependent) on
a few “ g o o d ” p e o p l e. Other limitations of
s t o chastic simulation are as follows:

… AND WHAT IT ISN’T

•

Stochastic simulation is not a magical solution!
One needs to thoroughly understand all model
limitations and constantly perform reality
checks throughout the entire modeling process.
In the case of stochastic simulation, the spirit
of caveat emptor (buyer beware) certainly is
applicable.

In order to limit the complexity of stochastic simulation, simplifications (or short
cuts) often have to be made. Consequently,
it may not be possible to include all future
events in a model. One has to apply judgment and common sense as to what variable interactions are most pertinent.

•

Results are highly sensitive to the estimation of model parameters and the identification of variable interactions.

ADVANTAGES OF STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION
The use of stochastic simulation tech n i q u e s,
aside from probab ly being mandated for

continued on page 6
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•

E a ch scenario provides only an estimate
(and not the exact result) of the real-world
system.

•

The use of thousands of scenarios may
create a false set of precision, along with
an artificial sense of confidence, while the
real issue of accuracy is overlooked.

•

Given the large volume of information that
stochastic simulations typically generate,
the end-re sults may be difficult to
interpret, validate, and communicate.

Stochastic simulation is truly a situation
where the “Garbage in, garbage out!” rule
applies.

WHEN IS STOCHASTIC SIMULATION
PREFERRED?
Stochastic simulation is preferred over deterministic modeling when:
• Dealing with skewed risk distributions or
discontinuous cost functions.
•

There is significant volatility in the underlying variables.

•

Modeling multiple risks that a re not
independent.

•

Risk is path dependent.

•

Volatility or skewness of underlying variables is likely to change over time.

•

You want to model “tail” or extreme events.

•

Regulations provide rea l economic
i n c e n t i v e s, s u ch as material reserve or
capital re lief, to perform stochastic
simulation.

As examples of the latter, proposed
changes to U.S. GAAP reserving for GMDB and
GMIB benefits promote the use of stoch a s t i c
approaches. In Canada, the use of one’s own
s t o chastic models provide some reserve and
statutory capital (MCCSR) relief for investment guarantees provided to policyholders on
segregated (separate account) funds.
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A GENERIC STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
Is there really a starting and an ending point?
No! Stochastic modeling tends to be an evolutionary process with a constant feedback loop.
The steps that were followed while performing
the stochastic simulation example used later in
this article are depicted in the flowchart in
Figure 1 on page 7. The rectangular boxes
represent processes such as a mathematical
calculation, while the parallelograms represent
input/output operations—typically the transfer
of data . In this ca se, three separate a nd
distinct stochastic models were employed: a
random number generator (RNG), an economic
scenario generator (ESG) and a stoch a s t i c
asset-liability model. The simulation results
were then tabulated and various statistical
measures generated.
In general, the development of a stochastic
simulation involves the following steps:
•

The identification of key objectives and
potential roadblocks—this should be done
before considering ways of solving the
problem.

•

Model specification–describe the process in
general terms before proceeding to the
specific.

•

Development of the model–define key
a s s u m p t i o n s, input para meters, data
requirements and what type of information should be produced.

•

Fitting the model—gathering and interpretation of historical asset and liability data,
calibration of the ESG, estimation of input
parameters.

•

Implementation of the model and tabulation of the simulation results.

•

Analysis of results and sensitivity testing.

Finally, the communication of results in a
useful and actionable manner to management
is a critical step, if the potential value of stochastic modeling is to be achieved.

The Art of Stochastic Simulation ...

FIGURE 1: A GENERIC FRAMEWORK OF STOCHASTIC SIMULATION
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RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION
The random number generator (RNG) is a critical building b lock of any stoch a s t i c
simulation. The objective of the RNG sounds
simple enough—to produce a very la rge
seque nce of ra ndom numbers tha t are
uniformly distributed between zero and one.
The sequence of random numbers is then
mapped into a specified probability distribution in order to mimic the desired process, the
results of which ca n then b e q ua ntified.
H o w e v e r, the RNG, l a cking glamor when
compared in the broader context of the overall
s t o chastic simulation, is often given little
thought—or even totally forgotten about. In
fact, a robust RNG is critical to the integrity of
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the stochastic simulation, as a poor RNG can
compromise all other sophistication. There are
a number of desirable characteristics to check
for, some of which are robustness independent
of the seed number and periodicity. A quick
search of the Internet will reveal a number of
useful Web sites that detail various statistical
test criteria for RNGs.

ECONOMIC SCENARIO GENERATION
The objective of the economic scenario generator (ESG) is to produce capital market or
economic scenarios to be used for simulation
p u r p o s e s. There is a wide range of ESGs that
a re a v a i l a b l e. O ne ne ed s t o de te rmine
continued on page 8
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whether they require an economic or a statistical model, and an arb itra ge -free or a n
equilibrium model. A fundamental question
one should ask is whether the focus will be on
the mean, m e d i a n , or tail events—this will
influence one’s selection of variance reduction
m e t h o d s, use of low discrepancy (or QuasiMonte-Carlo) methodologies, as well as use of
representative scenario selection methodolog i e s. T he re ar e a numb er of de sira b le
characteristics to check for in an ESG, some of
w h i ch are:
• An integrated model incorporating stock
ma rke t returns, interest rates, fixed
income returns, i n f l a t i o n , currency and
other relevant economic factors.

Careful consid-

•

eration needs
to be given to
the calibration
procedure.

•

A flexible component approach such that
one only needs to run model components
as needed.
Incorporates the principle of parsimony.
That is, the a doption of the simplest
assumption in the formulation of a theory
on a cost-benefit basis.

Careful consideration also needs to be
given to the calibration procedure, as the simulation results can be highly sensitive to the
parameter set-up of the ESG. Often insufficient
time and effort is spent on data validation.
Frequently, the data used to calibrate the ESG
is limited, inconsistent, or possibly even incorrect. Issues also arise as to what historical period should be used to calibrate, as well as how
often to re-calibrate. All of these issues warrant
particular consideration. However, greater
detail about these important issues is beyond
the scope of this article.

STOCHASTIC SIMULATION OF A
GMIB RIDER
A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
The following example uses a guaranteed minimum income benefit (GMIB) rider that is
attached to a variable annuity product. The
GMIB rider is an embedded liability option
that provides the account holder, for a given
premium deposit, a minimum level of guaranteed income in the future. The objective of the

8
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example is to illustrate how stochastic simulation can be used to produce reserve and capital
measures for financial reporting of the GMIB
rider. The measurement used is the present
value of GMIB rider cash flows. The nature of
the situation, w h i ch is not atypical of the
current state of GMIB riders that were written
in the late 1990s, is as follows:
• Guaranteed Account Value of $1.4B
•

Market Account Value of $1.0B

•

Five percent roll-up rate per annum

•

Conserva tive interest a nd mortality
assumptions were used in the original
pricing of the GMIB rider

STOCHASTIC SIMULATION RESULTS:
A stochastic simulation is known for its ability
to generate plenty of output. Results of the
1,00 0 scenario sto cha stic simula tion are
presented in a scatter plot format in Figure 2
on page 9. Although the chart looks interesting, the information content is low—the chart
is not going to be very well received by senior
m a n a g e m e n t , who is looking for straightf o r wa r d , concise and actionable information.
N e v e r t h e l e s s, the chart is useful at a more
t e chnical level. For example, one is able to
observe that, because of the low ratio of guaranteed account value to market value, there is
a significant cap on the upside financial potentia l of the GMIB ride r, while the re is a
significant amount of downside risk as approximately 68 percent of the simulations result in
a negative net present value of GMIB rider
cash flows. In addition, the largest negative
value has roughly six times the magnitude of
the greatest upside value. There also seems to
be a slight positive relationship between present value and average equity return. All of this
is, of course, dependent upon the assumptions
used for the stochastic simulation.

CONDITIONAL TAIL EXPECTATION:
CTE(%)
The conditional tail expectation (CTE) is a
conditional expected value based on downside risk. CTE can be defined as the average
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FIGURE 2: SCATTER PLOT OF 1,000 SIMULATION RESULTS

FIGURE 3: GMIB CTE MEASURERS
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continued on page 10
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o f o u t c o me s th a t e xc e e d a sp e c if i e d
p e r c e n t i l e. The CTE(Q%) is calculated as the
arithmetic average of the worst (100-Q)%
results of the stochastic simulation. CTE is
considered to be a more robust measure
w i t h g r e a t e r i nf o r m a t i o n c o n t e nt t ha n
p e r c e n t i l e s. The CTE measure can also be
“modified”.
Selected CTE measures from the GMIB
stochastic simulation are presented in Figure 3
on page 9. Reserve levels would likely fall in the
range of CTE(60 percent) to CTE(80 percent),
while a total balance requirement (reserve plus
required capital) would likely be at the CTE(90
percent+) level. Driven by the fact that the
embedded liability option in the GMIB rider is
of material value to the account holder, the
resulting reserve requirement is material at
10-15 percent of the market value of the
accounts, while meeting a capital requirement

at the 20 percent+ level could be challenging to
the insurer.
The results, by CTE and by percentile, are
graphically shown in Figure 4 below. In this
case, the information content is certainly better
than that of Figure 2. One is able to observe
that the CTE measure, by the use of averaging,
produces a smoother result than the percentile
measure. At the extreme end of the downside
tail, the CTE and the percentile measure, by
definition, converge. Also, sensitivity testing
clearly shows that the results are sensitive to
the assumed lapse rate.

SENSITIVITY TESTING
One is able to gain a better understanding of
the dynamics underlying the stochastic simulation and the behavior of the system being
mimicked by performing sensitivity testing. By

FIGURE 4: COMPARISON OF PERCENTILE AND CTE MEASURES
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FIGURE 5: GMIB SENSITIVITY TESTING OF LIABILITY ASSUMPTIONS

changing one assumption or variable at a time,
one can quantify the impact of a change in the
assumption or variable on the end result.
Sensitivity testing is also useful when dealing
with model validation issues, as well as a check
on the modeling of variable interactions. I t
allows one to identify and thereby direct more
effort to key assumptions or variables to which
the end result is most sensitive. One method of
presenting sensitivity testing results of a
s t o chastic simulation that has a very high
information content level is shown in Figure 5
above. From this graphical presentation, one is
able to observe that the results are highly
sensitive to the lapse and a nnuitiz ation
a s s u m p t i o n s, but are not very sensitive to
mortality. A similar chart can also be produced
for the investment-related assumptions.

IN SUMMARY
The development and implementation of a
robust stochastic simulation framework can be

time and resource consuming and is inevitably
an evolutionary process. It is important to
understand the overall fundamentals and to
keep focused on the business objectives. You
need to learn to “ wa l k ” before you “run,” and
must recognize that no one model fits all situations. Constantly perform validation and reality
ch e cks throughout all modeling steps. Be careful
of becoming “married” to the method and the
model, rather than the objective. Keep it simple,
keep it practical, keep it understandable. Don’t
use a sledgehammer to crack a walnut when a
simple nutcracker will do. Add complexity on a
cost/benefit basis, focusing on accuracy first and
precision second. Don’t ignore data and model
validation procedures. Avoid the creation of
“ b l a ck boxes” by adequately documenting all
models. Where possible, adopt standard models
for company-wide use. Finally, strive towards the
production of actionable information and learn
to effectively communicate the results. è

Ronald J. Harasym,
FSA, FCIA, is AVP
of Financial Risk
Management at Sun
Life of Canada in
Toronto. He can be
reached at ron.harasym
@sunlife.com.
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or variable
annuity
guaranteed
living benefits.
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hose who have been following the
development of reserve requirements for guarantees of living benefits in variable annuities know that
it has been like a long-running television soap
opera. The industry and regulators have now
grappled with this issue for over five years, and
like a soap opera, there have been deaths,
births and romances. The long anticipated
adoption of the draft guideline dubbed
Actuarial Guideline MMMM died a sudden
death from a fatal blow dealt by NAIC’s Life
and Health Actuarial Task Force (LHATF) during its conference call in April 2002. However,
out of the ashes of its cremation was born
Actuarial Guideline XXXIX, which became
effective last year-end and provides temporary
reserve guidance. The current romance is with
the methodology proposed for the RBC (Risk
Based Capital) C-3 Phase II requirements
introduced last December. This article focuses
mainly on this budding love affair between that
methodology and the need for permanent
reserve standards for variable annuity guaranteed living benefits. The attraction between
them lies in the opportunity presented to develop reserves using methods designed to more
realistically measure the risks undertaken by
insurers in the products they offer.
If you are interested in learning more
about the details of Actuarial Guideline XXXIX,
the American Academy of Actuaries has posted
a practice note at http://www.actuary.org/
pdf/practnotes/lifeVAGLB_dec02.pdf.
Rather than focus on the temporary reserve
requirements of Actuarial Guideline XXXIX, this
article discusses some of the recent efforts of the
American Academy of Actuaries to adapt the proposed RBC C-3 Phase II methods to the calculation of reserves for variable annuities. The full
account of these methods is contained in the
December 2002 report of the Life Capital
Adequacy Subcommittee to the National
Association of Insurance Commis-sioners’ Life
Risk-Based Capital Working Group for determining the C-3 component of RBC for both variable
life and most variable annuities. The report is
titled Recommended A p p r o a ch for Setting
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Regulatory Risk-Based Capital Requirements for
Variable Products with Guarantees (Excluding
Index Guarantees), and is available at www.
actuary.org/pdf/life/rbc_16dec02.pdf on the
Academy’s Web site. Alternatively, Max Rudolph
has written an excellent article called “Current
AAA Recommendation for RBC C-3 Phase II,
that appeared in the June 2003 issue of The
Financial Reporter and provides a very good
overview of the method and provides a more comprehensive explanation than undertaken here.

RBC C-3 PHASE II METHODOLOGY
In a nutshell, current thinking is that reserves
could be determined using a variation of the
approach proposed for the calculation of the C-3
component of RBC. That is, (1) build a model of
the variable annuity business and funds in
force, (2) stochastically generate a large number
of fund performance scenarios for the separate
account assets meeting specific calibration criteria, and also derive forward rates from the swap
curve for use with general account assets (or
else stochastically generate companion interest
rate scenarios, if you have capability for integrated scenario generation), (3) project the
model and determine the greatest present value
of cumulative negative surplus, if any, for each
scenario, reflecting all revenues, benefits (net of
reinsurance) and expenses, (4) average the (100X)percent largest negative present values, with
the average reflecting present values of zero
substituted for those scenarios not producing
negative surplus and (5) add this amount to the
beginning assets to arrive at either reserves or
total required assets. The average is known as
the X percent Modified Conditional Ta i l
Expectation (MCTE). The RBC C-3 Phase II
proposal sets X=90 percent for the sum of RBC
and reserves and determines risk based capital
as the excess of that sum over reserves actually
held. If this approach is used for reserves, X
m ay be 60 percent or so, but that has not yet
been determined.

VARIABLE ANNUITY RESERVE
WORK GROUP
To potentially adapt this new method to the
calculation of reserves for variable annuity guaranteed benefits, the Academy decided to be
proactive and not wait for LHATF to request
a s s i s t a n c e. So it appointed Tom Campbell as
chair of a new work group called the Variable
Annuity Reserve Work Group, of which I am vice
chair. We started work shortly after the beginning of this year and set about considering the
different aspects of what would be involved in
the development and adoption of a new reserve
standard for variable annuity benefits. This
resulted in our first report presented to LHATF
at their teleconference held on April 8.
Our report, which is available on the
Academy Web site at http://www.actuary.org/
pdf/life/variable_030303.pdf, contains two
appendices—one of which deals with whether the
new reserve requirements could be adopted as an
actuarial guideline or would require modifications
to the Standard Valuation Law. Some argue that
the method can simply be regarded as an interpretation of CARVM, and therefore, could be
adopted as an actuarial guideline. Others believe
that the method represents such a marked departure from current CARVM reserve calculations as
to require modification of the Standard Valuation
Law or adoption of a model regulation. New
aspects of the report include the reliance on actuarial judgment and company experience for setting assumptions, the projection methodology coupled with the MCTE approach, the explicit incorporation of company expenses and the incorporation of incidence rates for elective benefits.
Since the first report was presented on
April 8, the work group submitted a second
report to LHATF at its June meeting in New
York. This report may also be found on the
Academy Web site at http://www.actuary.org/
pdf/life/variable_june03.pdf.

•

Should reserves be determined from the
scenario results (i) at a particular
percentile, such as the 83-1/3 percentile, or
(ii) using CTE—Conditional Tail Expectation (i.e. , average of the results beyond
the 60th percentile, for example), or (iii) as
a modified CTE (i.e. , M C T E ) , for which
scenarios having a positive present value
are considered to have present value of
zero in computing the average?

•

Should the methods be applied to develop
reserves for all contract benefits, or just for
one or more types of guaranteed benefits?

•

Should certain assumptions be prescribed,
or can the actuary use professional judgment to develop all assumptions?

•

How will valuation actuaries get the enormous number of calculations done in time
for annua l and qua rterly statement
preparation?

•

M ay reserves b e determined in the
aggregate, as is done under the proposed
RBC C-3 Phase II requirements, so that
offsetting risks may be netted against each
other?

•

Could the effect of the RBC C-3 Phase II
methods be pre-calculated and applied in a
simplified manner at quarter ends, using a
more precise seriatim calculation only at
year-ends?

CHALLENGING QUESTIONS
There are a number of other questions still to
address, such as:
• Should the requirements apply to all variable annuities, or just to those policies
having guaranteed benefits?
•

Can we develop reserve requirements that
use the same projections as for C-3 RBC
Phase II, to avoid doubling the work?

continued on page 14
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•

What effect will the new reserve requireme nts have on tax deductib ility of
reserves?

The Work Group has been laboring on these
and other issues at a rather feverish pace, having subdivided our efforts into smaller groups
dedicated to particular parts of the overall job.
In one recent week, there were 10 hours of
Academy conference calls devoted to the C-3
methodology and taxation issues! The result of
this work will be two papers—one outlining the
methodology issues yet to be resolved, and
another paper that could serve as the basis for
eventually writing whatever law, guideline or
regulation that will be needed. Current drafts
of these papers were included as appendices to
the June report referenced above.

MODELING EFFORTS

James W. Lamson, FSA,
MAAA, is president of
Actuarial Resources
Corporation in
Overland Park, KS.
He can be reached at
Jim.Lamson@arcval.
com.

In regard to the job of modeling these calculations, the RBC C-3 Phase II Work Group and the
Reserve Work Group have combined efforts to
bring more manpower to this important task,
and also to ensure that identical methods will be
applied to each effort. The RBC C-3 Phase II
group still has a bit of unfinished business left
over from its December report, one part of which
is the development of simplified factors to use as
an alternative to projections in certain circum-

stances for guaranteed minimum death benefits.
Thus, as of this writing, no test reserve calculations have yet been performed by the modelers
as they are working to develop the simplified
factors. However, once the sample calculations
become av a i l a b l e, comparisons to current
reserve levels can be made, along with the job of
discovering yet unknown problems and complications. Like the marines, we’re always looking
for a few good men and women, so if you’re interested in joining the modelers, just contact Steve
English at the American Academy at
English@actuary.org.

PARTICIPATORY UNDERTAKING
As we move forward on this project, we invite
your participation and comments. After the
Decemb er RBC C-3 Phase II report wa s
exposed for comment by the NAIC, a blast email from the Society of Actuaries finally
elicited a number of comments, many of which
would have been valuable to the RBC C-3
Phase II Work Group, had they been available
e a r l i e r. S o, we encourage you to follow the
future progress of our efforts and please
provide constructive feedback on it to Steve
English at the American Academy of Actuaries.
The work group’s reports to LHATF will
continue to be available on the Academy Web
site to aid in keeping you up to date. è

Risk Relevant Resources
The SOA Risk Management Task Force
Looking for timely, thought provoking information
on risks affecting your line of business? Why not
visit the SOA Risk Management Task Force Web
s it e a t h t t p : / / w w w. s o a . o r g / s e c t i o n s / r m t f /
rmtf.html. It was created back in 2002 with Task
Force subgroups researching and writing about all
facets of risk that affect the industry. Not only will
you benefit from the research and documentation
available on the site, you’ll find useful links to other
risk oriented resources, network opportunities and
events. Subgroups include:
• Economic Capital Calculation and Allocation
• Enterprise Risk Management
•` Equity Modeling
•

14
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•
•
•
•
•

Health Risk Management
Policyholder Behavior in the Tail
Pricing for Risk
Risk Based Capital Covariance
Risk Management Metrics

Please take this opportunity to visit the site,
add it to your list of favorites for frequent review
and send your comments, questions and considerations to RMTF contacts.
The RMTF welcomes and needs your participation too! If you would like to learn more about
the Risk Management Task Force in general or
any of its subgroups, contact Dave Ingram or
Valentina Isakina at david.ingram@milliman.com or
visakina@soa.org. è

Update:
RBC C-3 Phase II
by Max J. Rudolph

T

his is a brief update to the RBC C3 Phase II article in the last
Financial Reporter and a companion to Jim Lamson’s articl e,
“Update on Valuation of Variable Annuity
Guarantees,” appearing on page 12 of this
newsletter. The RBC and reserve groups continue to work closely together.
The American Academy of Actuaries’ Life
Capital Adequacy Subcommittee’s C-3 W ork
Group, chaired by Bob Brown, has been hard at
work this summer discussing specific issues,
including those from comment letters. In general, the goal is to provide flexibility to companies
that have significant blocks of variable annuities and generate fair factors for those that
don’t.
The target remains to have updated capital
requirements in place by 2004, meaning that
the final AAA recommendation needs to be submitted at the September 2003 NAIC meeting to
meet logistical deadlines. It would then be
“exposed” for comments for the next few weeks
and will probably be voted on at the December
meeting. Three areas of focus have been (i) how
to test products with both fixed and equity
a c c o u n t s, (ii) developing factors for MGDB
products including dynamic lapses and (iii) how
to include product features like dollar for dollar
withdrawals. Similar products, like those providing minimum death benefits to a mutual
fund or group annuity type product, are also
now included in the recommendation.
Keep in mind that the recommendation
will generate total required assets. The capital
portion of this is determined by subtracting the
statutory reserve from the required assets,
which includes the initial cash surrender value.
Watch for the work group’s recommendation at the September NAIC meeting and for
the discussion occurring at that meeting and in
the weeks to follow. You can stay in the loop by

E d i t o r ’s Note: The section’s Statutory
Issues List Serve or would be an appropriate forum for discussing concepts in
this article.

monitoring industry and actuarial publications.
Consider writing a comment letter about issues
important to you after the recommendation is
presented to the NAIC in September. This is a
new paradigm, and it’s coming soon to a capital
requirement near you! è

Max J. Rudolph, FSA,
MAAA, is vice president and actuary at
Mutual of Omaha
Insurance in Omaha,
Neb. He can
be reached at max.
rudolph@mutualof
omaha.com.
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Highlights of the June 2003 NAIC Life and
Health Actuarial Task Force Meeting and
Other NAIC Topics

E d i t o r ’s Note: The section ’s
Statutory Issues List Serve or
GAAP List Serve would be an
appropriate forum for discussing
concepts in this article.

by Ted Schlude

I

attended the NAIC Summer Meeting
held June 19-24, 2003 in New York, New
York. Topics included activities of the
Life and Health Actuarial Task Force
(LHATF) and various working group and committee meetings of the NAIC as described
below.

the methodology for selection of the fiveyear CMT be independent of the relative
magnitude of the index.
–

CARVM Reserve Calculations: How should
the guaranteed rate beyond the initial
period be selected under CARVM for
contracts with an interest rate redetermination feature?

–

MGA Product Loads: It was pointed out
that the MGA Model Regulation (adopted
by only five states) has loads consistent
with the old annuity non-forfeiture law
mode l (i. e. , 9 0 percent on S PDA and
65 percent/87.5 percent on FPDA). The
group will study possible revision to the
MGA model regulation.

–

Focus on a Principle Based A p p r o a ch to
Regulation rather than a Rule Based
Approach: to accommodate future designs.

–

Questions and A n s w e rs : Fi n a l l y, the
document presented a series of questions
and answers related to certain specific
questions.

L I F E A N D H E A LT H A C T U A R I A L TA S K
FORCE
The LHATF met on T h u r s d ay to discuss
special life topics followed by meetings on
Fr i d ay of the Accident and Health Wo r k i n g
Group and a general task force meeting.
Special life topics are discussed below.
1. Annuity Non-forfeiture Law
Implementation Issues:
L H ATF reviewed the American Academy
of Actuaries’ Report from the Annuity Nonfo rfeiture Implementation Work Group.
This group is supporting LHATF with respect
to issues associated with implementation of
the new annuity non-forfeiture law. Areas identified include:
–

–

16

EIAs: For typical product structures under
a range of assumptions, the value of the
EIA benefit ranges from 2 to 4 percent,
w h i ch is significantly ab ove the o ne
percent allowed in the new law. Other
questions rela ted to the certification
i n cluded whether a one-time certification
would be possible, how detailed the certification has to b e, la g time b etwe en
certifications, methodology or assumption
criteria, and how to reflect persistency in
point to point designs.
Five-Year CMT: Non-forfeiture law wording specifies a fifteen month period over
w h i ch the five-ye ar CMT would be
s e l e c t e d . Regulators’ concern involves
avoiding the possibility of gaming by
selecting the lowest result as the index.
Regulators directed the Academy to
develop guidance that would require that
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2. General Non-forfeiture Project:
The Academy presented a report related to the
need for revisions to non-forfeiture generally.
Needs revolved around allowing flexible benefit structures such as multiple life, h e a l t h ,
annuity and long-term care structures. Issues
raised by the ACLI included uncertainty that
might be created in Federal income tax law
with such changes, as well as proper disclosure
of the company plan concept to ensure that the
plan does not become “guaranteed.”
3. Standard Valuation Law Revisions –
State of Domicile Opinion:
The Life Insurance (A) Committee had given
L H ATF a charge to investigate the ability of
the states to support a state of domicile opini o n . L H ATF reconsidered its position and
reconfirmed that it did not see a way in the

existing framework to support a state of domicile approach. The biggest concern involved the
valuation certification where regulators in
licensed states might receive no opinion as to
whether the reserves met the minimum standards according to that state’s laws a nd
r e g u l a t i o n s, but simply a state of domicile
opinion.
A small sub-group (Flo rida , New Yo r k ,
California and Texas) was formed to study a
list of other valuation issues including:
• Need for a Certificate of Valuation.
• Need for deficiency reserves in the current
framework.
• CRVM in an integrated CARVM frame
work.
• Annuities currently exempt from CARVM.
• Incorporating UL reserve standards into
the SVL.
• Incorporating health reserve standards
into the SVL.
• I n cluding a requirement for good and
sufficient provision in SVL.
• Possible use of current valuation tables for
all inforce business.
• Review the appropriateness of the change
in fund valuation method for deferred
annuities.
Finally, it was noted that the C-3 Phase II
project and approach ultimately recommended
by the Variable Annuity Reserve Work Group
may require a modification to the SVL, as well.
4. Update on C-3 Phase II Work and
Variable Annuity Reserves:
Two Acade my rep orts rela te d to the C-3
Pha se II p roj ec t a nd Var ia bl e A n n u i t y
Re ser ve Wor k Gro up w ere disc ussed . A
detailed C-3 Phase II report presented to the
Life RBC Working Group is discussed later in
this summary.
The C-3 Phase II overview included discussion of the modified Conditional Tail Expectation (mCTE) based approach, e x clusion of
variable life business because testing produced
little additional capital, inclusion of all similar
guarantees regardless of contract form (group
annuity, group insurance, etc.), and removal of
regular C-3 on variable annuity products with
no guarantees.
The Variable Annuity Reserve Work Group
of the Academy discussed the approach being
taken for reserves. The Academy recommends
that CTE (90) be used to establish a total capital and reserve requirement (average of the

worst 10 percent of the random scenarios).
Modified CTE treats any positive results in the
tail as zeros. Reserves would be set at some
lower confidence level, such as mCTE(60), with
the difference being RBC.
New York expressed concern that the
Academy was recommending CTE (90) while
the Canadian approach uses CTE (95). The regulators created an oversight group to discuss
any regulatory implementation issues that
might come up related to this project. New York
had already provided a detailed comment letter.
Timing for the reserve recommendation
would include exposure of the recommendation
in December 2003, comments at the March
2004 meeting, planned adoption in June and
finalized by the NAIC by the December 2004
meeting. Risk based capital has a slightly different schedule, with submission of the recommendation in September, earlier interim dates,
but the same effective date target.
The Accident and Health Working Group
discussed the following issues that may be of
interest including a disability income (DI) proposal, a long-term care (LTC) proposal and the
Academy LTC report.
1. Reserve Standards for
Disability Insurance:
LHATF exposed a proposal to clarify disability
income claim reserve methodology in the area
of experience recognition. This guidance would
apply to January 1, 2005 and later incurrals.
2. LTC Reserve Standards:
Work is continuing with respect to LTC reserve
standards. First, Frank Dino’s draft changes to
the H ealth Insurance Reserves Model
Regulation were discussed, which include:
• Forbids reflection of future morbidity
improvement.
• I n cludes language related to provision for
adverse deviation in morbidity.
• Reduces termination assumptions to the
lesser of: one) 80 percent of pricing lapses
or two) 6 percent (year 1), 4 percent (years
2-4) and 2 percent (years 5-on). G r o u p
sales are allowed to use 3 percent in years
5-on.
• Regulators are also considering guidance
with respect to mortality assumptions such
as the lesser of: 1.) GAM Table or 2) 95
percent of the pricing assumption.

continued on page 18
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Next, an Academy Report was discussed
that includes comments from various subgroups on experience reporting, morbidity
improvement, credibility, termination experience and long-term objectives.
Finally, one regulator proposed that the
mortality table in the law be updated to the
2000 Annuity Mortality Table. ACLI representatives expressed concern that an individual
annuity table might be misused for LTC valuation. The ACLI also indicated that their members supported the lower lapse assumption and
no morbidity improvement proposals, but were
not supportive of the provision for adverse deviation language.
The LTC modifications were exposed for
comment. The LHATF held its general matters
meeting and discussed the following topics.
1. Variable Annuity GMDB
Dollar-for-Dollar Issue:
After the NAIC meeting in March 2003, New
York requested that LHATF consider an issue
related to reserve calculations for GMDB benefits in variable annuity contracts that contain
what are referred to as dollar-for-dollar partial
w i t h d r awal provisions. Under these types of
p r o v i s i o n s, GMDB b enefits de crea se in
absolute dollar amount with the dollar amount
of the withdrawa l . The significant decline in
the equities market has created a significant
amount of death benefit in these products. The
valuation issue is whether Actuarial Guideline
X X X I I I , in co njunction with A c t u a r i a l
Guideline XXXIV, requires one of the benefit
streams to be an assumed partial withdrawal
of all but an immaterial amount of an underwater policy to lock in what amounts to a
single premium whole life policy. In this
s c e n a r i o, the CARVM greatest present value
reserve would be equal to the cash surrender
value plus a single premium whole life reserve.
In addition, any future M&E and other charges
v a n i s h , due to the partial w ithdrawal of
substantially all the fund value.
The NAIC has indicated that current statutory guidance (SVL, Actuarial Guideline XXXIII and Actuarial Guideline XXXIV) is not perfectly clear with respect to this issue. This has
put pressure on accounting firms in their yearend 2002 audit opinion, given the magnitude of
the equity market’s decline. Industry representatives indicated that this particular GMDB
issue never was contemplated during the

18
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Actuarial Guideline XXXIII and XXXIV deliberations. Some states have indicated that they
believe Actuarial Guidelines XXXIII and
XXXIV were intended to be interpreted literally and that XXXIII was intended to apply to
these contracts and not superseded by XXXIV.
Others are willing to take a more liberal interpretation which detaches Actuarial Guideline
XXXIV from the Actuarial Guideline XXXIII
elective and non-elective benefit stream
approach.
It was pointed out that CARVM, which
requires the company to look at the worst benefit stream from the company’s standpoint, is
not necessarily the best stream from the policyholder’s standpoint. In this situation, a withdrawal to lock in a death benefit from the policyholder’s standpoint may incur a surrender
charge and trigger potentially negative tax
implications for the policy.
A long-term solution to valuing variable
annuity guarantees will come out of the
Academy C-3 Phase II project, which is hoped
to be reflected in the December 2004 RBC, and
perhaps reserve, requirements. Regulators considered various short-term options and finally
asked the Academy to provide a report for an
interim conference call that discusses shortterm solutions and other options. New York
asked the Academy to quantify the dollar-fordollar reserve issue as of December 31, 2003.
2. Need for Revisions to
Life Illustrations Model:
The Academy report recommended potential
solutions to a life illustration issue with
respect to inherent mortality improvement
reflected at higher attained ages. While the
illustration model forbids reflection of future
mortality improvement, assumptions such as a
level percentage of the 1975-1980 table, appear
to include some implicit improvement when
the resulting table is compared to more current
tables such as the RP 2000 or 2001 VBT. The
recommendation focuses on educating the
illustration actuary with respect to this issue,
as well as p ossibly modifying A c t u a r i a l
Standard of Practice No. 24, Life Illustrations
to address this subject area in more detail.
3. Credit Life Mortality Table:
Work continues to arrive at a satisfactory
framework in which to use the 2001 CSO Male
Ultimate Table for single premium credit life

NAIC Highlights...

insurance. A conference call will be sch e d u l e d
to discuss this topic further.
4. Other Matters:
Sheldon Summers of California raised two
valuation issues for LHATF to consider.
•

•

M VA Contracts in the General A c c o u n t :
The first issue relates to MVA contracts
and whether surrender charges should be
considered contingent as a result of the
MVA feature, as well as whether a positive
MVA should serve to increase reserves, as
a result of the cash va lue floor, even
though assets are held at book value.
Reinsurance and Use of Mean vs. M i d Terminal Reserve Approach: It is common
for life reinsurance to be on an annual
premium mode basis. Unde r a midterminal plus net unearned premium
reserve basis, this creates what the state
interprets as an inconsistent result with
the reinsurance model regulation. In this
situation, a net unearned premium based
on actual premium mode and valuation
assumptions is established on a direct
basis, but a net unearned premium reserve
credit on an annual mode basis is taken for
the reinsurance offset. The regulator
argues that, since the va luation net
premium typically is much larger than the
gross premium, taking credit for more
than the gross unearned premium violates
the reinsurance model regulation and
overstates the true surplus benefit.

5. Reserves for GIC’s with Bailout
Provisions (Actuarial Guidelines GIC’s):
AG GIC’s, w h i ch had been deferred at the
M a r ch 2003 meeting because there was no
quorum, was adopted during an interim conference call.

LIFE INSURANCE (A) COMMITTEE
I attended several meetings of working groups
reporting to the Life (A) Committee as summarized below.
1. Viatical Settlements Working Group:
The working group continued to work on the
verification of coverage form which needs to
balance responsibilities of the viatical settlement company and the insurer that does not
want information provided to be interpreted as

if it were a legal opinion (such as questions
regarding incontestability). It was noted that
company practices vary widely with respect to
group conversions and incontestability (some
companies waive full two years on any group
conversions, some start a new two-year period,
and others give credit for the period where the
group coverage was in effect).
Next, the working group discussed various
proposed broker and provider reporting forms
that would provide actual mortality experience,
number of policies reviewed, number of policies
represented, net amount viaticated and net
amount paid viators.
2. Variable Annuity Functional
Regulation Working Group:
The Functional Regulation o f Va r i a b l e
Annuities Working Group concluded that regulation of va ria ble annuities will b e left
u n changed in terms of the regulatory framework (SEC, NASD, state insurance/securities
departments). Eight state jurisdictions regulate variable products as securities but most
leave the regulation to the insurance regulator.
The North American Securities Administrators
Association (NASAA) had argued that variable
business be considered securities and subject
to the regulatory authority of state securities
r e g u l a t o r s. This would have introduced
another layer of regulation on a product that is
already heavily regulated.

RISK-BASED CAPITAL TASK FORCE
Several working group and task force meetings
are discussed below.
1. Life RBC Working Group:
The Life RBC Working Group ha d a full
agenda of projects described below.
•

Wo rk e r ’s Comp Carve-Out: The working
group adopted changes effective December
3 1 , 2 003 for worker’s comp carve-out
c o v e r a g e s. The methodology follows the
P&C structure. Worker’s comp carve-out
factors are illustrated below.
Premium Factor
Reserve Factor
Reinsured Recoverable Factor

36.4%
34.7%
9.5%

continued on page 20
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At a later meeting, the RBC Task Force
reviewed the proposal and decided to defer
adoption of this item, preferring to expose the
workers’ comp carve-out proposal for an additional comment period.
•

•

contracts with the value resulting from
modeling. The Academy hopes to nail down
final issues in a document for regulators to
consider in September 2003.
Next, testing results were presented for
several GMDB structures, in-the-moneyness
levels and policy durations. A brief summary of
capital (including reserve) charges under the
baseline scenario is provided in the table below.
Testing for VAGLB benefits will be performed and presented in the September 2003
report. The LHATF formed a regulatory issues
group to monitor activities of the C-3 Phase II
group. One particular area of concern involves
use of CTE (90), which is the Academy recommendation, in light of the Canadian requirements of CTE (95).
Industry representatives expressed concern that the final report of the Academy
receive a proper amount of exposure, given the
potential implications of this project on life
company reserve and capital requirements.

C-3 Phase I Fo l l o w - u p : Discussion took
place as to whether the C-3 Phase I testing
was intended to apply to the fixed portion
of variable annuities. The Academy will
review the appropriateness of C-3 Phase I
treatment for all VA fixed account products
both those products sold as fixed, as well
as the fixed portion of regular variable
annuities.
C-3 Phase II Repo rt : The Academy
presented its June 2003 C-3 Phase II
report, which included specimen numerical
values for death benefit factors. The scope
of the Phase II project is intended to
i n clude both the fixed and variable
portio ns of variab le annuities. The
Academy report summarizes comments
received on the December 2002 report in
14 separate comment letters. Changes
ma de to the De ce mber 200 2 repo rt
i n cl u d e : 1) exclusion o f va ria ble life,
because it created little or no additional
required capital, 2) inclusion of all “liketype” guarantees that might not necessarily be called variable annuities, and 3) to
include variable annuities with no guarantees in this process, replacing the current
C-3 charge on the variable portion of these

•

Mo dco Reinsurance Tr e a t m e n t : The
Academy was asked to look at several
other RBC issue s related to Modco
reinsurance: 1) bond size factor, 2) asset
concentration factor and 3) the issue of
offshore vanishing RBC. The Academy
report was exposed for comment. No
changes for bond size were recommended.
With respect to asset concentration, the
Academy report suggests that a materiality

Total Capital as a Percent of Account Value Base Assumptions – CTE (90)

Benefit Type/In-theMoneyness (ITM)

At
Issue
0%

-20%

0%

+40%

-20%

0.62% 0.02% 0.23%

1.08%

2.21%

GMDB – Rollup

1.32%

0.04% 0.27%

1.18%

GMDB – MAV

0.58%

0.01%

0.08% 0.50%

GMDB – High

1.25%

0.03% 0.23%

GMDB – EDB

0.43% 0.00%

0.13%

High = Higher of 5% Rollup and Annual Ratchet
EDB = ROP + 40% Enhanced Death Benefit

20

Duration 6.5

+20%

GMDB – ROP

Note:

Duration 3.5
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0%

+20%

Duration 9.5
+40%

0%

+20%

+40%

0.00% 0.02% 0.22% 0.53% 0.00%

0.01%

0.04%

0.14%

2.75%

0.01%

0.01%

0.05%

0.19%

0.61%

1.45%

0.00% 0.00% 0.03%

0.00%

0.01%

0.02%

0.10%

0.04% 0.20% 0.70%
0.17%

-20%

1.00%

2.52% 0.00%

0.01%

0.09% 0.36% 0.00%

0.01%

0.08% 0.26%

0.79%

1.88%

0.01%

0.13% 0.43% 0.00%

0.01%

0.02%

0.00%

0.10%
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•

threshold such as 50 percent of investment income be used to trigger movement
of the assets from the ceding company’s
books to the reinsurer’s b ooks. With
respect to vanishing RBC, the Academy
has suggested written guidance to the
ceding company to supply sufficient information for the reinsurer to calculate RBC.
The Life RBC Working Group will consider
for adoption the ModCo dividend liability
p r o p o s a l , w h i ch was received in March ,
2003, in an interim conference call.
Academy Long-Term Care C-2 Recommendation: There was not enough time to
discuss an Academy long-term care recommendation which could reduce required
capital for long-term care substantially,
especially for larger long-term care writers
(greater than $75 million of premium). The
proposal could increase substantially the
required capital for smaller companies
based purely on the statistical analysis. It
was also suggested in the report that capital should not be based strictly on
premium and claim reserves, but also
reflect the relative level of incurred claims.
The long-term care report was exposed for
comment and will be discussed at an
interim conference call. This proposal was
also received at the RBC Task Force meeting and received a less favorable response
from regulators who were concerned about
dropping capital requirements for a line of
business which has many start up companies. In addition, several reserve issues are
being studied on long-term care including

use of morbidity improvement and overly
aggressive termination assumptions in
reserving.
2. RBC Ad Hoc Subgroup:
The Ad Hoc Subgroup was formed to study the
RBC formula generally in light of many of the
recent P&C company failures. After many
Executive Sessions where regulators studied
the reasons for actual company failure, the Ad
Hoc Subgroup is studying what modifications
might be effected to address some of the issues
i d e n t i f i e d . The two items being studied are
described below.
A. More Rigorous Trend Te s t : The Ad Hoc
Subgroup used the 2000, 2001 and 2002
NAIC RBC database to study whether
increasing the trend test triggers (from a
250 percent trigger to 400 percent or
500 percent) or strengthening the trend
test formula might help identify troubled
c o m p a n i e s. Industry concerns involved
how many additional false positives might
be generated.
B. Increasing RBC Authorized Control Level
(ACL) Factor from 50 percent to 75 percent:
The working group reviewed statistics
from the 200 2 datab ase which are
illustrated in the table below. The Academy
was asked to look at the analysis prepared
by the Ad Hoc subgroup and to comment on
the approach and/or suggest alternative
analyses. Fi n a l l y, the regulators proposed
moving the 50 percent to 75 percent for
Property and Casualty companies to capture

Total Capital as a Percent of Account Value Base Assumptions – CTE (90)
50%

75%

ACL

ACL

Life

1.9%

5.8%

P&C

4.5%

11.7%

Increase Trigger to 75% ACL.

Health

12.0%

29.7%

No Change. Already catching 12% of companies.

Notes
No change. Few insolvencies in 2000-2002 for life
companies.

continued on page 22
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a large percentage of the companies in an
industry which has had a significant
number of insolvencies recently. There
would be some type of transition period.
Interested parties were asked to comment
on this proposal during a 45-day exposure
period.
C. RBC Task Force:
The RBC Task Force reviewed meeting
summaries of the Life, P&C and Ad Hoc
subgroup and adopted each report. Finally
the group discussed what, if any, RBC
d i s closure is required in the notes to the
financial statement with respect to state
prescribed and permitted practices that
could have an impact on RBC. Regulators
c o n cluded that auditors would require
such disclosure regardless of the explicit
statutory guidance.

FINANCIAL CONDITION (E) COMMITTEE
I attended the following meetings of working
groups reporting to the Financial Condition (E)
Committee.
1. Emerging Accounting Issues
Working Group:
The Emerging Accounting Issues Wo r k i n g
Group discussed two topics of interest related
to accounting for interco mpany poo ling
arrangements and admissibility of investments
recorded based on audited GAAP equity when
a qualified audit opinion has been provided.
•

•

22

Intercompany Pooling: This issue relates
primarily to P&C arrangements where
companies historically have used book
values for assets and statutory value for
liabilities (undiscounted). Certain regulators have proposed marking the assets to
market in the accounting. The industry
argues that book treatment is proper
beca use the lia bilities are not being
marked to market (i.e., being discounted).
The issue was referred to the Statutory
Accounting Principles Working Group.
Qualified Audit Opinion: Sta tutory
accounting accepts GAAP equity as the
statutory carrying value for entities that
are subsidiary, controlled and affiliated
e n t i t i e s. H o w e v e r, this interpretation
would req uire the entity to have a n
unq ualified audit opinion. Interested
parties stated that there are many items
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that might not have an effect on GAAP
equity that could cause an audit opinion to
be qualified—an example would be a
balance sheet only opinion. This topic was
deferred until September 2003.
2. Statutory Accounting Principles
Working Group:
Meeting A g e n d a : The Accounting Practices
and Procedures Manual Appendix A will be
updated to include the new Model Regulation
8 1 4 , Recognition of the 2001 CSO Mortality
Table for Use in Determining Minimum Reserve
Liabilities and Nonforfeiture Benefits. Fi n a l l y,
regulators discussed the lack of clear guidance
related to the Additional Minimum Pe n s i o n
Liability. Significant accruals to this liability at
year end 2002 occurred, and the guidance is
u n clear as to whether these hits run through
income or the capital and surplus account. The
regulators will try to clarify that these accruals
should be run through the capital and surplus
account, similar to unrealized gains and losses.
3. NAIC/AICPA Working Group:
This working group adopted revisions to the
Mo del Rule Requiring Annua l A u d i t e d
Financial Reports which is designed to make
use of CPA workpapers by the insurance
department examiners more effective. Next,
they discussed modifica tions to the P&C
Annual Audited Fina ncial Statement
Instructions to ensure that auditors were
reviewing the data that the actuary was using
in claim reserve analysis, e t c. Fi n a l l y, t h e
AICPA updated the NAIC on current projects:
•

•

•

•

Non Traditional Long Duration Contracts:
A final SOP is expected to be issued in
July 2003, effective for statements beginning after December 15, 2003.
DAC on Internal Replacements: This SOP
was released in March with comments
through June 2003. AcSEC expects to have
proposed revisions completed in July 2003.
Separate Account Financial Highlight
Guidance: This SOP will enhance requirements for reporting financial highlights of
separate account entities. An exposure
draft is expected in July with a sixty-day
comment period.
Quota Share Reinsurance: The A I C PA
continues to work on a paper related to
quota share reinsurance transactions.

NAIC Highlights...

4. International Accounting Standards
Working Group (IASWG):
Items discussed at the IASWG me eting
included updates from the NAIC on its attendance at IAS B meetings and the IAIS
Accounting Subcommittee as well as a presentation from the ACLI related to implications of
the IASB approach for a sample product,
immediate annuities. It appears that the IASB
Phase II insurance project has slowed to a
halt. A sunset clause was passed for Phase I
that says if Phase II is not completed by 2007
then Phase I guidance would apply at that
point. The sunset language says to look to IAS,
guidance first, then to recognized international
accounting standards which would probably
mean that U. S. Companies would revert to
GAAP guidance at that point.

agencies given the impact their rating can have
on insurance entities. It is clear that regulators
are interested in some form of advance warning
system that might allow them to get involved
prior to a rating agency downgrade. R a t i n g
agencies described their process as independent
of the regulator until the paths converge. Rating
agencies are provided much proprietary and
confidential information so discussions directly
with regulators are difficult. Furthermore, once
a rating agency decision has been made, they are
compelled to release the new rating as soon as
possible. Moody’s indicated that they rate entities in over 70 jurisdictions and that providing
proprietary information in all these jurisdictions
would not be practical because other regulators
might misuse such information.

OTHER MATTERS
5. Invested Asset Working Group:
The Invested Asset Working Group (IAW G )
discussed the following projects summarized
below:
•

•

•

S chedule BA Project: The SVO believes it
has expertise to evaluate certain securities
now contained in Schedule BA — O t h e r
Invested Assets. The industry wants to be
sure that the project does not turn into a
Schedule BA witch hunt.
I AWG adopted guidance tha t would
cla ssify money ma rket funds as cash
e q u i v a l e n t s, split between exempt
(government backed) and non-exempt, so
RBC is not affected.
iShare Funds: IAWG discussed a new type
of investment called iShare. Insurers are
using this type of investment as a diversified basket of corporate bonds. Therefore, it
appears appropriate for exemption from
traditional mutual fund rules. The SVO
will review the investment and provide a
recommended treatment. It has daily
transparency compared to mutual funds
w h i ch typically are only transparent on
quarter ends. Mike Moriarty of New York
also asked for the SVO to look at Class 1
bond funds generally as part of the project.

6. Rating Agency Working Group:
Regulators held a face to face meeting with
representatives of all the major rating agencies.
The purpose was to pursue what regulators
might do to better plan and work with rating

I attended two other meetings of interest
discussed below.
1. Reinsurance Task Force:
As a result of feedback received from the
Insolvency Task Fo r c e, it appears that the
Reinsurance Task Force will probably not
support relaxing the 100 percent collateral
requirements currently imposed on foreign
r e i n s u r e r s, regardless of the foreign entity’s
financial strength. Part of the issue relates to
the reliability of financial statements prepared
under a foreign country’s GAAP standards and
part relates to enforceability of U.S. judgments
in courts abroad.
2. Consumer Protection Working Group
– Hearing on Arbitration Clauses in
Insurance Contracts:
The NAIC is investigating whether or not
mandatory arbitration clauses in a contract of
adhesion create a pub lic po licy issue.
Testimony indicated that good arbitration
clauses are good for policyholders and companies because they eliminate much of the
expe nse of litigating a dispute. C e r t a i n
consumer oriented commissioners are clearly
against any type of clause that appears to limit
the policyholder’s option for remedies.

Ted Schlude, FSA,
MAAA, is a consulting
actuary at Milliman
USA in Chicago, Ill. He
can be reached at ted.

The next NAIC meeting is scheduled for midSeptember in Chicago. è

schlude@milliman.
com.
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Principles of Capital Market Modeling

E d i t o r ’s Note: The section ’s
Statutory Issues List Serve or

by Andres Vilms

GAAP List Serve would be an
appropriate forum for discussing
concepts in this article.

C

apital market modeling has become
a key competency for actuaries in
their role as the primary analysts
and managers of risk at life insurance companies. Unfortunately, the highly complex technical aspects of capital market models,
along with the mystique that surrounds them,
often hinder the use of such models and the
interpretation of the information that they produce. Thus, it is important to understand the
conceptual framework for capital market modeling, both as a starting point and as a guide to
resolving practical issues that may arise. This
article examines that framework; a forthcoming
article will address important technical considerations.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
CAPITAL MARKETS
Uncertainty is a hallmark of the capital
markets in which financial instruments trade.
Market interest rates, w h i ch define the interest ra tes that can be earned on new
fixed-income investments and determine the
market values of existing ones, fluctuate over
time. Similarly, the returns on equity securities
vary by period. This uncertainty, or volatility,
influences life insurers’ financial results in a
number of important ways.

For an insurer’s invested assets the relationship is direct, as the returns are determined in the capital markets. Also, the cash
flows from assets with embedded options
(callable bonds, mortgage-related and other
asset-backed securities) are strongly influenced
by the capital markets. On the liability side of
the balance sheet, fixed-rate products (universal life, fixed deferred annuities) provide policyholder returns linked to insurer investment
performance, and are subject to interest-sensitive policyholder behavior. For variable products (variable universal life, variable annuities), both revenue and the cost of guarantees
are determined by the performance of the
investment accounts to which policyholder
funds are allocated.
The uncertainty of financial results caused
by capital market volatility transmitted
through assets and liabilities is what constitutes capital market risk. (The exhibit below
provides a simplified illustration of this dynamic.) It is imperative that an insurer understand:
(a) the magnitude of the risk to which it is
exposed, (b) what price to charge for assuming
the risk and (c) how best to mitigate the risk.
Any such analysis must reflect capital market
volatility and its interaction with the basic
financial dynamics of the assets and liabilities.

The Materialization of Capital Market Risk
Range of capital
market outcomes

Distribution of
financial results

Distribution of
capital market
outcomes

Capital market
experience
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Income/wealth

DETERMINISTIC ANALYSIS
Deterministic scena rio ana lysis is o ne
approach to measuring capital market risk. It
involves the specification of a set of capital
market outcomes, or scenarios, for which financial results are to be modeled. Each scenario
describes the pattern followed, over the period
to be studied, by each capital market variable
that is considered relevant to the analysis. The
modeler defines a set of such scenarios on a
judgmental basis. This might reflect a belief as
to how the future will unfold, a preconception
of the nature of the capital market risk to be
analyzed, or a perception of certain scenarios
as especially illustrative.
Perhaps the simplest form of deterministic
analysis is so-called “what if” analysis—sensitivity testing across a small set of capital market outcomes that are of special interest.
Alternatively, deterministic scenarios can be
designed to span the range of potential outcomes, as in the case of the “New York Seven”
cash flow testing scenarios. Regardless of how
the scenarios are chosen, the modeled financial
results under them can provide some information about capital market risk, which appears
as the variation in results across scenarios.
(Note that single-scenario expected results fail
to capture any capital market risk.) Furthermore, the baseline results can serve as a benchmark against which to evaluate alternative
strategies.
The weakness of deterministic analysis is
that it sidesteps the question of the (unknown)
probability distribution of capital market outcomes, and thus provides no probabilistic information about the insurer’s financial outcomes.
Specifically, there is no indication as to the probabilistic significance of the chosen scenarios.
Without such indication, the full meaning of the
modeled results is not known. Thus, a rigorous
analysis of capital market risk must seek to capture the full distribution of financial results.

STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS
Stochastic analysis seeks to explain the effects
of uncertainty. It is rooted in the theory of
stochastic (random) processes and the calculus
t h e r e o f, and encompasses a variety of techniques. The best-suited tool for a given problem
depends on its complexity. If the underlying
dynamics are simple enough, stochastic calculus may yield a closed-form solution, s u ch as
the Black-Scholes formula for option valuation.

Problems involving outcomes or actions in
multiple periods are better handled by the lattice (or tree) method. In this method, the movement of a capital market variable over time is
characterized by a series of small movements
over short intervals, with a limited number
(generally two or three) of pre-defined movements of pre-defined probability considered in
each interval. The lattice models the probabilistic evolution of the capital market variable over
time as a collection of modeled probability distributions at the end of each interval.
In practice, the lattice method can’t handle
problems that involve path dependency—where
a financial result depends not only on the ending value of the underlying capital market variable but also on the path it followed over time.
This description is applicable to most models of
life insurance liabilities, so the lattice method is
rarely used. Consequently, the preferred
method for stochastic analysis of life insurance
capital market risk is Monte Carlo simulation.

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Monte Carlo simulation involves generating a
large number of equal-probability scenarios
randomly, so as to simulate the full distribution of potential outcomes. It consists of the
following steps:
1.

Specification of the discrete-time stochastic process for each capital market variable
to be modeled. The process for variable x is
expressed as a formula for the discreteperiod change Dx in time Dt. The general
form is: Dx = a Dt + b (e ÷Dt)
continued on page 26
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This is the discrete-time version of the
process known as generalized Brownian
motion. The term in parentheses, where e
is a ra ndom draw from the standard
normal distribution, is the random shock
in a given period—the source of randomness in the process. This component is
scaled by b, the volatility of the process.
The coefficient a represents the expected
“drift” per unit time.

standard normal distribution and applying
the formula for the stochastic process.
E a ch variable’s end-of-period value is
equal to its starting value plus the change
in value. This step is repeated for all model
periods, to project the complete evolution
of the variables over the modeling horizon.
6.

The actual form chosen for modeling a
particular capital market variable will
depend on how the variable is believed to
move in real life. Possible modifications to
the generalized formula include: additional
terms, coefficients that are functions of x
and/or t, and correlations with other
capital market variables.
2.

The realistic
basis consists
of some blend
of empirical
data and

3.

judgmental
considerations.
4.

5.

26

E a ch stochastic process must be parameterized—the value of each coefficient in the
formula must be specified. (The next
section discusses the considerations that
apply here.)
The modeling interval Dt and the overall
mo deling horizo n must be selected.
Together, they determine the number of
discrete model periods.
For each scenario, e a ch modeled capital
market variable is projected over the
modeling horizon, period by period (as
described in step 5). This procedure is
referred to as scenario generation. When it
is complete, the financial results for the
assets and liabilities being analyzed can be
calculated for that scenario. This requires
that the underlying model of assets and
liabilities properly reflect their sensitivities to the capital markets. However, the
distinction between deterministic and
stochastic analysis has to do only with the
nature of the scenarios that are used, not
with the model itself. Any suitable model
of assets and liabilities ca n be
“ s t o ch a s t i c i z e d ” b y applying it to
stochastically-generated scenarios.
For each model period within a scenario
(step 4), the change in value Dx of each
modeled capital market variable is calculated by sampling a random e from the
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When financial results have been projected
for all stochastic scenarios, the simulation
is complete. The simulation results provide
information about both return—the overall
level of profit across the scenarios—and
risk—the varia tion in profit or value
across the scenarios. The return and risk
can be expressed as summary statistical
m e a s u r e s, s u ch as mean profit and the
standard deviation thereof. Alternatively,
the scenario results can be ch a r t e d , to
show the full distribution of results.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The parameterization of any stochastic process
(step 2 above) begins with an important choice:
whether the assumptions are “risk-neutral” or
“realistic.”
•

The r i s k - n e u t r a l basis consists of the
parameters uniquely implied by current
market prices of traded securities. If, as is
widely accepted, the capital markets are
a r b i t r a g e - f r e e, the price of any traded
security can be derived by risk-neutral
valuation. This method assumes that all
assets earn the risk-free rate of return and
that all future cash flows are properly
discounted at the risk-free rate. By applying that valuation rule, stochastic model
parameters can be derived from current
market prices. The scenarios generated
using those parameters will, in aggregate,
d i s p l ay a return distribution consistent
with the current market prices and the
assumption of risk-neutrality.
There are two important aspects of this
method that should be stressed. First, the
theory does not make any statement as to
the distribution of actual capital market
outcomes; it simply defines a methodology
for ca lcula ting a rbitra ge-free prices.
Second, the risk-neutral scenarios are just

Principles of Capital Market Modeling

artifacts of valuation; individual scenarios
have no other meaning.
•

The realistic (or real-world, as it is also
called in the literature) basis consists of
some blend of empirical data and judgmental considerations. The intent, whether
explicit or implicit, is to express the
modeler’s best estimate of the distribution
of future capital market outcomes. This is
obviously not sub ject to as many
constraints as is the risk-neutral basis.

There is debate in some quarters about the
respective validity of these two assumption
bases. That is an artificial conflict—each basis
has its proper uses. The choice of basis should
be determined by the purpose of the stochastic
model. In general, scenario-based analyses can
be grouped into two broad categories, from
which the choice of assumption basis naturally
follows:
•

•

A valuation analysis involves the calculation of a point-in-time value reflecting
prevailing conditions as they affect that
value. For the calculation of the market
value of a traded security, whether now or
at some assumed future state, risk-neutral
assumptions are clearly suitable. This is
analogous to the application of reserve
valuation rules to calculate a reserve at a
given point in time.
A projection analysis is focused on possible
future outcomes. This type of analysis is
more consistent with the realistic assumption basis. Risk-neutral scenarios are ill
suited to this purpose, due to the limitations referred to previously. Moreover, if a
projection analysis does not include the
discounting of results at the risk-free rate,
the necessary conditions for risk-neutral
valuation are not met.

Note that actuarial analyses very often
take the form of a projection analysis with
numerous valuation analyses—to determine
future asset market values or scenario-based
liability values—embedded within. Thus, a
modeling exercise may require the generation
of both risk-neutral and realistic capital market scenarios.

CONCLUSION
Although capital market modeling is a highly
sophisticated activity, it is based on a very
well-de ve lope d and intuitive co nc eptual
framework. The ultimate objective is to assess
risk by estimating the probability distribution
of financial results, as filtered through the
distribution of ca pital market outcomes.
When faced with practical modeling ch a llenges or difficulty explaining model results,
the actua ry may often find it help ful to
remember the objective. è
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F

inancial Accounting Standard No.
133, Accounting for Derivative
Instruments and Hedging Activities,
effective in June 2000, required that
derivatives be recognized as assets or liabilities
and measured in the financial statements at
fair value. Derivatives include financial instruments that hedge against variations in fair
value, cash flows or foreign currency rates.
Certain instruments, including some insurance
products, although not derivatives, contain
embedded derivatives. Under FAS 133, certain
embedded derivatives must be bifurcated from
their host contracts and be reported at fair
v a l u e, with changes in this value flowing
through the income statement.
During the initial implementation of FAS
133, many companies acknowledged the existence of an embedded derivative in Modified
Coinsurance (“ModCo”), Coinsurance with
Funds Withheld (“CFW”), and other contracts
with similar provisions. However, they believed
that the embedded derivative was “clearly and

closely related” to the host contract, and therefore exempt from bifurcation requirements.
In 2002, numerous discussions and public
comments among the AICPA, SEC and FASB
focused on this issue. In April 2003, the FASB
released FAS 133 Implementation Issue B36
(“DIG Issue B36”), “Embedded Derivatives:
Modified Coinsurance Arrangements and Debt
Instruments That Incorporate Credit Risk
Exposure That Are Unrelated or Only Partially
Related to the Creditworthiness of the Obligor
Under Those Instruments.” DIG Issue B36 will
have a dramatic effect on the way both ceding
and assuming companies account for ModCo and
CFW reinsurance contracts. This guidance is
effective the first day of the first fiscal quarter
beginning after September 15, 2003. All affected
financial instruments will need to be accounted
for prospectively, with no restatement of prior
financial statements required or permitted.
Although it is only the presence of thirdparty credit risk in a ModCo or CFW contract
that is triggering the need for both parties to
bifurcate an embedded derivative, DIG Issue
B36 deliberately never describes the embedded
derivative as a “credit derivative,” because the
FASB has acknowledged that each contract may
have unique features. Some parties may analyze
the embedded derivative feature and conclude
that it is solely credit related. Others may conclude that the embedded derivative feature is a
compound derivative combining both third-party
credit risk and interest rate risk.

A PRIMER ON REINSURANCE CONTRACTS
ModCo is a type of reinsurance where the
ceding company retains the assets supporting
the reinsured reserves. The ceding company
pays the reinsurer a proportional share of the
gross premium less a sp ecifie d expense
a l l o wa n c e, as well as a return on the assets.
The reinsurer, in turn, p ays the ceding
company the increase in reinsured reserves as
well as benefit claims. Generally, the return on
assets that the ceding company pays the rein-
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surer in the form of a ModCo interest adjustment reflects the actual investment return on
either some specific segregated group of assets
or the underlying asset portfolio in the ceding
c o m p a n y ’s general account. The reinsurer is
therefore exposed not only to the counter-party
credit risk of the ceding company, but also to
the credit risk of the underlying assets held by
the ceding company a nd issued b y third
parties. In effect, the ceding company has, at a
minimum, p u r chased credit protection on the
portion of these assets backing the reserves
while the reinsurer has issued this protection.
Thus there is an embedded derivative under
which the reinsurer bears the default risk of
the third party securities held by the ceding
company, in addition to interest rate and other
risks.
CFW is a type of coinsurance under which
the ceding company retains a portion of the initial premium at least equal to the ceded statutory reserves, and the reinsurer retains the
expense allowance with appropriate payables
and receivables on both parties’ balance sheets.
Similar to a ModCo agreement, the interest
adjustment to the reinsurer usually reflects the
actual investment return on an underlying
asset portfolio, in which case an embedded
derivative is present.
Some reinsurance arrangements contain
experience refund provisions under which the
reinsurer pays a refund to the ceding company
based on the actual performance of the reinsured block of business. This experience refund
may reflect a number of factors, such as mortality, expense and investment performance.
The investment performance generally will be
related to a portfolio of assets backing the
underlying business and, consequently, an
embedded derivative exists in this case as well.
In surplus relief treaties, the two embedded
derivatives may substantially offset one another, but a detailed analysis of the agreements
would have to be performed to verify that this
is indeed the case.

EMBEDDED DERIVATIVE DETERMINATION
The nature of the embedded derivative feature
is strongly influenced by the determination of
the host contract. DIG Issue B36 does not
proscribe a particular type of host contract,
although the guidance does imply that the host
contract is either the ModCo arrangement
(insurance contract) itself or a “debt host.”
Previously released FAS 133 Implementation

Issue B19 (“DIG Issue B19”) provides guidance
about how to identify the characteristics of a
debt host contract. Such characteristics generally should be based on the stated or implied
substantive terms of the hybrid instrument
(the ModCo or CFW contract). Those terms
m ay include a fixed-rate, f l o a t i n g - r a t e, zeroc o u p o n , discount or premium, or some
combination thereof. In the absence of stated
or implied terms, DIG Issue B19 states, a n
entity may make its own determination of
whether to account for the debt host as a fixedr a t e, floating-rate or zero-coupon bond. That
determination requires the application of judgm e n t , w h i ch is a ppropria te b eca use the
circumstances surrounding each ModCo or
CFW contract may be different. In such cases,
it is appropriate to consider the features of the
contract, the issuer (i.e., ceding company) and
the market in which the contract is issued, as
well as other factors, in order to determine the
characteristics of the debt host contract.
DIG Issue B19 goes on to state, however, that
an entity may not express the characteristics of a
debt host contract in a manner that would result
in identifying an embedded derivative that is not
already clearly present in a hybrid instrument.
For example, it would be inappropriate to identify a fixed-rate host contract and a fixed-to-floating interest rate swap component in an embedded compound derivative in lieu of identifying a
floating-rate host contract.
Once the host contract is determined using
these guidelines, the entity must then analyze
the embedded derivative feature(s) following
the guidance in paragraphs 12 and 13 of
Statement 133 to determine whether the economic characteristics and risks of each feature
are “clearly and closely related” to the economic characteristics and risks of the host contract.
DIG Issue B36 clearly states that the thirdparty credit risk implicit in the ModCo and
CFW contract cannot be “clearly and closely
related” to the host contract and must be bifurcated—no matter what the host contract is
determined to be.
Additional features in the contract may
result in interest rate risk that is also not
“clearly and closely related” to the host contract, but this analysis is dependent on the
determination of the nature of the host contract. Paragraph 13 of Statement 133 will be
particularly relevant to this analysis.
Paragraph 13, as amended by Statement 149,

The nature of
the embedded
derivative
feature is
strongly
influenced by
the
determination
of the host
contract.

continued on page 30
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If the analysis
in accordance
with DIG Issue
B19 indicates
that the host
contract is a
loan between
the ceding
company and
the reinsurer, a
company may
conclude that
the embedded
derivative is
akin to a total
return swap.
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requires bifurcation if either of the following
conditions exists:
• The hybrid instrument can contractually
be settled in such a way that the investor
(holder) would not recover substantially all
of its initial recorded investment. ( We
believe the “investor” would be the assuming company in the ModCo or CFW
arrangement).
• The embedded derivative meets both of the
following conditions: (1) There is a possible
future interest rate scenario (even though
it may be remote) under which the embedded derivative would at least double the
investor’s initial rate of return on the host
contract. (2) For each of the possible interest rate scenarios under which the
investor’s initial rate of return on the host
contract would be doubled, the embedded
derivative would at the same time result
in a rate of return that is at least twice
what otherwise would be the then-current
market return (under each of those future
interest rate scenarios) for a contract that
has the same terms as the host contract
and that involves a debtor with a credit
quality similar to the issuer’s (ceding
company) credit quality at inception.
If as a result of this analysis, interest rate
risk is determined to be not “clearly and closely
related” to the host contract, then that feature
must also be bifurcated with the third-party
credit risk feature as part of a “compound
embedded derivative” as required by FAS 133
Implementation Issue B15 (“DIG Issue B15”).
The determination of the host contract
(insurance host, fixed-rate debt host, floatingrate debt host, etc.) under DIG Issue B19 influences the nature of the embedded derivative.
Among the likely results are embedded derivative features that are comparable to total
return swaps or to credit default swaps.
A total return swap (TR Swap) is an instrument in which one party agrees to pay the “total
return” of specified assets in exchange for
another specified cash flow. For a floating rate
TR Swap, the other cash flow is based on some
floating interest rate, such as LIBOR. For a
fixed rate TR Swap, the other cash flow is based
on a fixed interest rate. A credit default swap
provides for a payment to be made upon certain
third party credit events, such as default, credit rating downgrade or debt restructuring. The
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buyer of the contract makes periodic payments
to a counterparty.
If the analysis in accordance with DIG
Issue B19 indicates that the host contract is a
loan between the ceding company and the reinsurer, a company may conclude that the embedded derivative is akin to a total return swap. A
total return swap further may be viewed as
having a floating or fixed rate leg. The assumption is that the reinsurer is swapping out a
fixed or variable rate and swapping back the
total return on the portfolio.
Alternatively, a company might conclude
that the embedded derivative is akin to a credit default swap with credit risk separated out
from the other risks, such as interest rate and
asset/liability mismatch. The embedded derivative would then be valued in terms of observed
changes to the credit spreads of the assets comprising the portfolio as compared to a benchmark interest rate curve over the observation
period.
In summary, each company will need to
carefully evaluate DIG Issue B19 and paragraphs 12 and 13 of Statement 133 in light of
DIG Issue B36 in order to determine the nature
of the host contract and the embedded derivative. DIG Issue B36 states that, at a minimum,
a credit derivative is always going to have to be
bifurcated from all contracts. Whether or not
additional interest rate features are also bifurcated will depend on the unique analysis
applied to each arrangement. There are a number of issues to be considered, such as the
nature of the agreement, including its stated or
implied terms, the quality and timing of information available and the nature of the risks
inherent in the assets in light of the obligations
to policyholders subject to the reinsurance
agreement. The analysis will have to carefully
consider the facts and circumstances of each
treaty or contract, as the approach needs to
appropriately address the underlying derivative. The solution should be implemented such
that the results can be easily explained, and
approval for the approach must be received
from both the company’s management and
auditors.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS OF DIG ISSUE B36
Upon the implementation of DIG Issue B36,
ceding companies will be allowed a one time

FAS 133...

r e classification of securities from the held-tomaturity and available-for-sale categories into
the trading category in the fiscal quarter DIG
Issue B36 becomes effective. This FAS 115
“mulligan” is limited to the amount and type of
securities related to the embedded derivatives
that are being newly accounted for under DIG
Issue B3 6. If the results of the ana lysis
performed to determine the nature of the host
contract (in accordance with DIG Issue B19)
and the nature of the embedded derivative
indicate that the hybrid should be ch a r a c t e rized as a floating-rate debt host contract with
an embedded total return swa p, c o m p a n i e s
m ay want to take advantage of this one-time
reclassification opportunity. This “mulligan”
could provide a substantial offset to potential
earnings volatility for the ceding company,
since the change in market value of FAS 115
assets classified as trading also flows through
the income statement.
In addition to the contracts described in the
primer above, DIG Issue B36 also applies to
other types of receivables and payables where
interest is determined by reference to a pool of
fixed-maturity assets or a total-return debt
index. For example, an experience refund for a
group contract may be determined by reference
to the actual investment performance of the
assets. Some Immediate Participation Guarantee (IPG) group annuity contracts keep participants’ deposits in an unallocated fund that
reflects immediately the actual experience of
the contracts, including mortality, expenses and
actual investment returns. This sharing of
actual investment returns transfers credit risk
that is unrelated to the IPG writer, and thus
results in the existence of an embedded derivative that is not clearly and closely related to the
host contract.

Once the affected contracts are identified,
embedded derivatives must be bifurcated and
accounted for at fair value. Moreover, given the
inherent nature of the embedded derivatives, it
would be difficult to satisfy the hedge accounting criteria. Therefore, it would be unlikely that
the embedded derivatives could be accounted
for as a hedge.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ACTUARIES AND
INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS
DIG Issue B36 introduces a number of ch a llenges for actuaries and other insurance
professionals. First actuaries will need to work
even more closely with investment professionals to properly id entify and value the
embedded derivatives. Assets supporting the
affected treaties will need to be identified.
Reinsurance experience refund features will
need to be evaluated as they may contain
embedded derivatives as well.
Insurance professionals will need to be mindful of the effects of DIG Issue B36 in explaining
and analyzing GAAP results, since changes in
the fair value of the embedded derivatives will
flow through earnings. Moreover, gains and losses from derivatives will be part of the gross profit stream that will impact amortization of certain
GAAP items, such as deferred acquisition costs
and unearned revenue liabilities. Overall, the
financial statements will be more volatile and the
explanation of profit emergence patterns will be
more complex.
In some cases, a new level of asset/liability modeling, particularly for reinsurers, m ay
be required to determine the value of the
continued on page 32
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Useful Links
DIG Issue B36: http://www.fasb.org/derivatives/issueb36.shtml
DIG Issue B15: http://www.fasb.org/derivatives/issueb15.shtml
DIG Issue B19: http://www.fasb.org/derivatives/issueb19.shtml

embedded derivative and the related financial
impact.
Offshore reinsurers also may be affected by
this new accounting guidance. For those jurisdictions where U.S. GAAP may be used to comply with local statutory reporting requirem e n t s, s u ch as Bermuda, DIG Issue B36
impacts will need to be carefully evaluated.
Actuaries in the group insurance or group
annuity business will need to evaluate their
contracts to determine whether the contracts
contain features that are embedded derivatives
requiring bifurcation. Again, these actuaries
will also need to work with investment professionals closely to determine the proper
approach, and be able to explain the increased
volatility in their financials.
Pricing actuaries at reinsurance companies
will face many challenges as well. When structuring ModCo, CFW treaties or treaties with
experience refunds, not only will pricing actuaries need to continue to further consider the
creditworthiness of the direct writer seeking
reinsurance, but they will also need to evaluate
the credit quality of the supporting asset portfolio on a much more detailed basis given the
implications on financial statements. A portfolio with plain vanilla treasury bonds may produce an embedded derivative with no value
because its inherent credit risk might be
viewed as never changing, while a portfolio of
lower quality securities, which exposes the
reinsurer to asset default risk, may produce a
derivative with significant value. Fluctuations
in the fair value of the embedded derivatives
are now reflected in the income statement, in
addition to other risks the reinsurer is taking
on, such as mortality and surrender. To minimize the volatility on financial statements, the
pricing actuary could structure the treaty so as
to minimize the asset default risk, negotiate
better quality assets or hedge the risk. The
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actuary should consider all these issues, while
being mindful of statutory and GAAP risk
transfer requirements.
Direct writers looking for reinsurance also
will be affected, as the reinsurer may be more
focused on the asset quality of the underlying
portfolio and will require significantly more
data than may have been provided in the past.
Pricing actuaries in the group life insurance
business or the group annuity business also
would need to be more aware of the quality of
the underlying assets supporting certain product features, such as the experience refunds
that credit actual investment returns, as well
as IPG and other contracts in which the actual
investment experience is credited to the policyholder account balance.

CONCLUSION
There is a great deal of work to be done to
develop an approach for implementing this
new accounting guidance, and very little time
with which to implement solutions. Companies
need to act quickly to understand the issues,
analyze their own business situations, develop
a plan of attack to understand the nature of
the host contracts and the embedded derivatives, determine the fair value of the embedded
derivatives, and analyze/explain the results of
these solutions. è
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Glossary of Terms

Embedded
Derivative

Derivatives embedded in other instruments. For example, a debt
instrument where the interest payments fluctuate with changes in the
S&P 500.

Clearly and
Closely
Related

An embedded derivative is considered to be “clearly and closely
related” to a host instrument when the economic characteristics and
risks of both are closely aligned. An example is a debt note with
interest payments tied to changes in the debtor’s credit rating.

Fair Value

Fair Value is the amount at which an asset (liability) could be bought
(incurred) or sold (settled) in a current transaction between willing
parties, that is, other than in a forced or liquidation sale. FAS 133
further defines “fair value” in paragraph 540.

Total
Return
Swap

A total return swap (TR Swap) is a swap in which one party agrees
to pay the “total return” of specified assets in return for another cash
flow. For a floating rate TR Swap, the other cash flow is based on
some floating interest rate, such as LIBOR. For a fixed rate TR
SWAP, the other cash flow is based on a fixed interest rate.

Credit
Default
Swap

A credit default swap provides for a payment to be made upon a
third party credit event, such as default, credit rating downgrade or
debt restructuring. The buyer of the contract makes periodic payments to a counterparty such as a banker or an insurance company
(known as the “writer”).

Insurance
Contract
Exception

FAS 133 paragraph 10C defines “certain insurance contracts” to be
exempt. The exempt contracts are those that compensate the holder only as a result of an identifiable insurable event. Examples
include term or health products.
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Investor & Management Expectations of
the “Return On Equity” Measure vs. Some
Basic Truths of Financial Accounting
by Michelle D. Smith

1) INTRODUCTION

A

s pricing and financial reporting
actuaries in the U.S. know, there is
often a disconnect between the way
products are priced and the way
business performance is measured once it is
already on the books. This is because pricing is
typically done by targeting a desired Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) based on future statutory
earnings adjusted for target surplus (i.e. “distributable earnings”), but business is assessed
in shareholder reporting on a GAAP basis,
which treats future distributable earnings differently than the pricing actuaries do.
Serious discussion of this dilemma goes
back at least 30 years, when Donald Sondergeld
published a paper called “Earnings and the
1
Internal Rate of Return Measurement of Profit”
in the 1974 Transactions. This paper introduced the concept of the “Internal Rate of
Return Method of Accounting” or IRRMA—a
financial reporting method designed to be consistent with pricing methodology (when pricing
to achieve a target IRR), and to produce earnings uniformly in relation to shareholder
investment, rather than revenue or gross profits as under GAAP.
Fast forward three decades, and the problems caused by the disconnect between the different accounting systems underlying product
development and shareholder reporting are

34
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Editor’s Note: A related article is planned
fo r th e nex t issue o f The Fi n a n c i a l
Reporter that will provide a general
descriptio n of the Embedded Va l u e
m e t h o d o l o g y. The section’s Statutory
Issues List Serve or GAAP List Serve
wo uld be an appropriate forum fo r
discussing the concepts of this article.

still with us today. However, this fact is often
not appreciated by analysts, shareholders or
senior management at many companies.
Despite widespread appreciation in the actuarial community that GAAP earnings were never
designed to produce a level annual Return on
Equity (ROE) if everything turns out as expected, there still seems to be an expectation among
other audiences that this is indeed the case. It
is often difficult to explain to management and
investor audiences why, if you are pricing your
products to achieve a certain IRR, annual
GAAP ROEs deviate from this IRR if experience emerges as expected in pricing. Because of
this expectation, GAAP ROE patterns can give
misleading information about the actual performance of business priced at a certain IRR.
Discussion of the shortcomings of GAAP as
a shareholder reporting tool continue to this
d ay, almost 30 years after the Sondergeld
paper. Several recent articles in The Financial
Reporter h ave covered this issue, including
John Bevacqua’s March 2003 article entitled
“GAAP ROE: Exactly How Meaningful Is It?”
and Wayne Stuenkel’s September 2002 article,
“Relationship of IRR to ROI on a Level Term
Life Insurance Policy.”
In light of the developments toward international accounting standards and the fact that
multinational companies have to deal with
financial reporting systems in other countries,
it is necessary to take these discussions a step
further. It seems important to look beyond U.S.
GAAP and statutory accounting and to generalize certain observations to the full universe of
“reasonable” financial reporting systems.
This article will first show that embedded
value reporting (with discount rate equal to the
IRR) is the only financial reporting system that
produces a level annual (or other appropriate
periodic) ROE measure, if everything turns out
as expected. This financial reporting system is
basically the modern version of Sondergeld’s
original IRRMA. To prove this, an interesting
relationship between embedded value and the
equity and returns of any other reasonable
financial reporting system will be presented.

Finally, this article presents an example to
illustrate how GAAP and embedded value equity and returns compare when something unexpected happens to the business, and how these
financial reporting systems relay different
information about this unexpected event.

THEOREM A
(t-x)

Et–EVt= S[(ROEx–IRR)*Ex-1 *(1+IRR) ]

2) THE ONLY FINANCIAL REPORTING
SYSTEM WITH LEVEL ROES

where;
Et
= Equity (under any financial
reporting system satisfying conditions
(1)-(2)) at time t

Let us consider the universe of financial
reporting systems that satisfy the following
two basic conditions:

EVt

= Embedded Value at time t, using
discount rate = IRR

(1) Earnings under the reporting system

IRR

= pricing internal rate of return after
target surplus

ROEx

= Return on Equity (under the
financial reporting system that defines
E) at time x
= Earnings (under the reporting
system that defines E) in period x /
Ex-1 (opening equity)

=

Cash Flow to Shareholders + Increase in
Equity (as defined by the reporting
system)

(This is a “common sense” requirement of any
system of shareholder reporting), and
(2) Equity at time 0 = initial contribution from
shareholders, which we assume is positive.
Distributable Earnings at any distribution
date t are defined to be the maximum amounts
that are distributable to shareholders, given
specified target surplus levels. This is equivalent to statutory earnings in period t, less
increase in target surplus from the previous
distribution date to time t. For the remainder of
this article, we shall assume that cash flow to
shareholders is equal to distributable earnings.
“Embedded Value” is defined as the present
value of future distributable earnings at a specified discount rate. It should be noted that the
embedded value reporting system, with equity
equal to embedded value, satisfies conditions
(1) and (2). GAAP and statutory accounting also
satisfy conditions (1) and (2).
The following relationship, for all earnings
distribution dates t, between:
-

-

Equity (E), as defined by ANY financial
reporting system satisfying the two basic
conditions listed above and
Embedded Value (EV), calculated using the
IRR as the discount rate,

holds when earnings have been as expected in
the original product pricing at the IRR. (This
assumes that a unique IRR exists.)

See Appendix A for a proof of this relationship.

This relationship can be useful in understanding ROE patterns, based on the relationship between equity, as defined by a given
financial reporting system, and embedded
value. More interestingly, from this equation it
is easy to show that, if everything turns out as
expected in pricing, and if expected future equity is always non-negative and goes to zero at
the end of the projection period, then:

CORROLLARY B
The periodic ROEs under any financial
reporting system satisfying conditions
(1)-(2) are level if, and only if, the financial reporting system is the embedded
value reporting system with discount rate
= IRR.
See Appendix B (gold insert) for a proof of
this corollary. Thus, the task of explaining to
others why pricing GAAP ROEs deviate from a
level pattern is equivalent to determining why
GAAP equity is not equal to embedded value
(with discount rate = IRR). The latter may be a
simpler problem to solve.

continued on page 36
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Similar conclusions may have been drawn
that this product is issued over three years,
using other methodologies in past articles and
with a 10 percent growth rate. Then expected
papers, but perhaps not with a view to generalGAAP ROEs on the whole block would remain
ize beyond United States accounting systems.
well below the pricing IRR for many years, lookInterestingly, from a search on “level ROE” in
ing like this over the first seven calendar years:
the actuarial library
accessible from the SOA Calendar
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Year
Web site, I was also able
to reach the conclusion in
ROE
9.9%
10.4%
10.4%
10.3%
10.1%
9.9%
9.7%
Corollary B based on a
combination of results
2
derived in a 1982 paper by Sondergeld and a
If the business is performing exactly as
1988 Financial Reporter article by Stephen
expected, looking at GAAP ROEs alone sends
3
Strommen . This conclusion was also reached in
the wrong message to management: that the
4
Beale .
product is underperforming, when, in fact, it is
performing exactly as expected. In contrast,
embedded value reporting would clearly tell
3) THE PROBLEM WITH THE GAAP
whether or not the business was performing as
RETURN “MESSAGE”
expected in pricing. If the discount rate were
equal to the IRR, the embedded value return
Given that, in reality, expected (pricing)
would equal the IRR every year. If, as is norGAAP ROEs vary by policy duration, t h e
mally the case, the embedded value discount
GAAP accounting method seems to present
rate were lower than the IRR, the embedded
co nfusi ng info rma ti on r e gar di ng a ctu al
value returns would jump above the discount
versus expected experience. For example, if a
rate in the year of issue and then stay level at
c o m p a n y ’s GAAP ROE in a reporting period
the embedded value discount rate thereafter.
is lower than its IRR, this could either be due
In both cases, embedded value returns are
to an expected increasing pattern of GAAP
sending management and shareholders a
ROEs in the future, or experience being
more accurate message than GAAP ROEs.
worse than expected. A person looking at the
In summary, unless a constraint in product
actual GAAP ROEs emerging from an indesign
produces level expected ROEs, then
force block consisting of a mix of durations
actual
ROEs
do a poor job of telling how the
has difficulty trying to figure out if the busibusiness
is
performing,
compared to expectaness is performing as expected or not, a n d
tions.
And,
as
we
have
seen,
if expected ROEs
even whether he or she is receiving good
are
level,
one
ends
up
with
the
embedded value
news or bad news.
reporting
system
(with
discount
rate = IRR).
Although this has been done many times
before, it is still most informative to illustrate
these problems using an example. We assume
that a universal life product is priced to earn
more than 11 percent; the IRR over a 30-year projection period is 11.3 percent. DAC is amortized
over a shorter 20-year period, and the expected
pattern of GAAP ROEs by policy year is:
Policy
Year

1

2

3

4

5

10

15

20

25

ROE

9.9%

10.9%

10.6%

9.8%

9.2%

8.6%

10.0%

14.1%

47.4%

Obviously, expected GAAP ROEs for this
product stay well under the 11.3 percent IRR
for quite some time and jump quite dramatically as the DAC balance runs off. Let’s assume
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4) GAAP VS EMBEDDED VALUE
REPORTING WHEN THE
UNEXPECTED HAPPENS
The prior formulae and examples are applicable when everything turns out as expected in
p r i c i n g. In order to understand how GAAP
and embedded value earnings differ when
something unexpected happens, we simply
need to understand how the unexpected event
affects equity under the two financial reporting systems, since both systems see the same
cash flow to shareholders emerge in any
period.
This is best illustrated through an example. Consider a simple single premium deferred

Investor & Management Expectations...

annuity (SPDA) with IRR = 12.3 percent and
the following expected GAAP ROE pattern:

The difference between the behavior of
GAAP and embedded value earnings is best
understood
by considerPolicy
ing
what
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Year
happens to
GAAP equiROE 12.2% 13.0% 12.9% 12.6% 12.3% 11.8% 11.5% 11.6% 11.7% 11.8%
ty
and
embedded
If we assume, for simplicity, that the
value after the shock. It becomes clear that
embedded value discount rate is the IRR, then,
embedded value is written down considerably
if everything turned out as expected, EV
more than GAAP equity upon the unexpected
returns would be 12.3 percent every year and
extra surrenders. H e n c e, embedded value
GAAP ROEs would follow the pattern above.
returns take a much greater “hit” than does
Now, let us suppose that the actual surrenGAAP ROE in the year of the shock.
der rate in policy year 4 turns out to be triple
This observation reflects the fact that
what we expected in pricing, but thereafter,
embedded value is written down in the year of
everything is as expected in pricing.
this shock for the full impact of lost future disIn such a case, we would see embedded
tributable earnings due to the extra surrenvalue return drop from its expected level of 12.3
ders. This is true, of course, regardless of the
percent, to 8.4 percent in year 4, a reduction in
discount rate used to calculate embedded valreturn of almost 400 bps from expected levels.
ues. In contrast, GAAP equity only partially
Thereafter, because actual experience returns
writes off these lost future earnings in the year
to expected, embedded value returns will
of the shock . GAAP equity has capitalized
return to the 12.3 percent level.
future earnings only to the extent that they are
In contrast, actual GAAP ROE in year 4
needed to amortize capitalized acquisition
drops to 11.3 percent, a drop in return of only
expenses under GAAP accounting rules. The
130 bps from the expected level of 12.6 percent.
rest of the future distributable earnings will
However, all future ROEs (from year 4
fall through the GAAP accounts as they
onwards), will be below their expected pricing
emerge. Hence, GAAP earnings take something
levels, even as experience returns to that
of a hit in the year of the unexpected extra surexpected in pricing. It is informative to compare
renders, but defer the rest of the adverse
actual and pricing expected ROEs after this
shock, assuming that everything returns to
continued on page 38
expected afterwards.

Policy
Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Expected
ROE

12.2%

13.0%

12.9%

12.6%

12.3%

11.8%

11.5%

11.6%

11.7%

11.8%

Actual
ROE

12.2%

13.0%

12.9%

11.3%

11.6%

11.2%

10.9%

11.0%

11.1%

11.2%

ROE
“Hit”

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.3%

0.7%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%
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impact into the future, meaning that all future
GAAP earnings are impacted by today’s unexpected event. We can clearly see the impact on
future GAAP earnings of something that happens today in the table above that compares
actual and expected GAAP earnings for 10
years.
There are various formulaic relationships
that exist between GAAP equity (or equity for
other financial reporting systems) and embedded value when experience doesn’t turn out as
expected in pricing. If you are interested in seeing these and/or their derivations, please contact the author.

5) EMBEDDED VALUE AND
GAAP IN PRACTICE
Throughout this articl e, mention has been
made of calculating embedded value for a product line at its IRR. This was done to illustrate
one of the main points of this article: that there
is a unique financial reporting system with
level expected pricing ROEs. In practice, when
calculating embedded values for a whole
company or block of business, different products have different IRRs and the embedded
value is usually calculated at a rate less than
the various IRRs. H o w e v e r, the concl u s i o n
about the necessary conditions for level ROEs
is not altered by this reality. Furthermore, the
conclusion drawn in Section 4 about embedded
value reporting picking up the full impact of
unexpected events or management actions in
the period they occur is also not affected by the
choice of discount rate.
As for GAAP reporting in practice, management generally does not track GAAP ROE patterns for single tranches of new business issues.
However, this was done in the examples used in
this article to more readily illustrate the problems that emerge in analyzing GAAP ROEs for
a whole block of business with tranches issued
in various years.

6) SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As has been discussed in the actuarial literature for many years, and specifically in several
recent issues of The Financial Reporter, GAAP
returns can send the wrong message to
m a n a g e m e n t , shareholders and analysts.
There is a disconnect between (i) the way prod-
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ucts are priced to target a certain IRR, and (ii)
the way that business is measured under
GAAP accounting rules once it is on the books.
This leads to a disconnect between the expectation of what GAAP ROE is saying versus what
it is actually measuring. One of these expectations is that annual GAAP ROEs should be
close to the IRR if everything turns out as
expected, but this is generally not true.
This article has shown that there is only
one financial reporting system that produces a
level periodic ROE, and that is the embedded
value reporting system with discount rate
equal to the IRR. This means that the problem
of figuring out why pricing GAAP ROEs deviate
from a level pattern is equivalent to the problem of explaining why GAAP equity deviates
from embedded value at the IRR.
Through examples, this article has also
shown that GAAP accounting allows the impact
of events or management actions today to affect
all future years’ GAAP returns, whereas
embedded value reporting would totally
account for such events or actions only in the
year in which they occur.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM A
Theorem A
(t-x)

Et–EVt= S[(ROEx–IRR)*Ex-1 *(1+IRR) ]

where;
Et
=

EVt

=

Equity (under any financial
reporting system satisfying
conditions (1)-(2)) at time t
Embedded Value at time t, using
discount rate = IRR

Investor & Management Expectations...

IRR

=

pricing internal rate of return after target surplus

ROEx

=

Return on Equity (under the financial reporting system that defines
E) at time x = Earnings (under the reporting system that defines E) in period x /
Ex-1 (opening equity)

Proof:
We assume we have an arbitrary financial reporting system, Y, that satisfies Conditions (1)-(2).
Let us define:

YEt
Et
DEt
r
n

= earnings under financial reporting system Y in period t, and
= equity at time t under financial reporting system Y,
= distributable earnings in period t,
= IRR,
= end of the projection period.

From Condition 1 and the assumption that cash flow to shareholders = distributable earnings, we
have:
DEx = YEx - [Ex - Ex-1] for all x
Then:

S [DEx (1 + r) ] = S YEx (1 + r)
t-x

LHS = S [DEx (1 + r)

t-x

t-x

- S [(Ex - Ex-1)(1 + r)

t-x

]

] = - S [DEx (1 + r) ] (since r is the IRR)
t-x

= -EVt – (by definition of EV)
Now, on the RHS, the Expression S [Ex - Ex-1] * (1 + r)

t-x

can be written out in full, reorganized a bit, and easily shown to be equivalent to:

= Et + r *

t-x

S Ex-1 * (1 + r)

So now we have:
- EVt = S YEx (1 + r)

t-x

t-x

- Et - r * S Ex-1 * (1 + r)

[since YE0 = 0 as E0 = - DE0 (Condition 2)]

continued on page 40
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Which can be re-written as:
t

t-x

Et - EVt = Â YE x * (1 + r )
x =1

t

=Â
x =1

[(ROE

t

- r * Â E x -1 * (1 + r ) t - x
x =1

(t - x )

x

- r )* E x-1 * (1 + r )

]

since ROEx = YEx / Ex-1 (by definition of ROE).

APPENDIX B: PROOF OF COROLLARY B
For the following conclusion to hold we must assume that our pricing is such that expected future
equity is non-negative and goes to zero at time n, the end of the projection period.
Corollary B: The periodic ROEs under any financial reporting system (satisfying conditions (1)-(2)) are level if, and only if, the financial reporting system is the embedded
value reporting system with discount rate = IRR.
Proof: If the ROEs under our arbitrary financial reporting system Y are level, then the expression
in Theorem A becomes:
(t-x)

Et–EVt=(ROE–IRR)*[S Ex-1*(1+IRR) ]

Since En = EVn = 0 at the end of the projection period and since;
n

(n-x)

S[Ex-1 *(1+IRR)

] > 0 (since Et >= 0 for all t, for the pricing run, and E0 >0 under Condition 2),

x=1

then ROE = IRR.
Hence RHS of the equation in Theorem A = 0 for all times, t.
Hence Et = EVt for all t.
Conversely, if we are using the financial reporting system with discount rate = IRR, then, by definition of earnings under this system, ROE is level and equal to the IRR every year. è
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Modeling Variable Annuity Minimum
Guaranteed Death Benefits

List Serve would be an appropriate forum for discussing concepts
in this article.

by Donald A. Skokan

F

c o n t r a c t h o l d e r s. For example, e a ch
contractholder makes unique investment
decisions, w h i ch can lead to substantially
different fund value development. In
addition, contractholders have wide discretion as to the amount and timing of gross
considerations and partial withdrawal
activity.

ASB has finalized a Statement of
Position (SOP) that includes new guidance about appropriate levels of
reserves for minimum guaranteed
death benefits (MGDB) common in the variable
annuity marketplace. A distinctive and fundamental aspect of the SOP concerns how expected experience is determined. Paragraph 26
states:
b)

It is not uncommon for a VA contract to
feature multiple MGDB components, such
as a ratchet coupled with a rollup.
This complexity ma kes it difficult to
construct model cells that can accurately
represent the interaction of these components as they are occur within each of the
contracts included in the cell.

c)

Individual plans sometimes offer contracth o l d e rs opt ions affecting the MGDB
provisions, such as different rollup rates or

“Expected experience should be based
on a range of scenarios rather than a
single set of best estimate assumptions.”
A natural inclination in addressing the
SOP is to aggregate Variable Annuity (VA) contracts into a relatively small number of model
cells (subsequently referred to as “aggregation”
for brevity), so that results can be computed
over a large number of scenarios. Indeed, aggregation and modeling are used in a number of
actuarial tasks such as pricing, cash flow testing and even GAAP valuations. In terms of forecasting fund values, a properly designed model
can produce satisfactory results. But is a model
that aggregates contracts into a relatively
small number of model cells appropriate—that
is, can it produce accurate results—in forecasting MGDB benefits for the SOP? This article
examines the impact of aggregating contracts
on the MGDB benefit, in light of the requirements of the SOP.

Editor’s Note: The section’s GAAP

continued on page 42

MODELING FOR THE MGDB AMOUNT
When contracts are aggregated into modeling
cells, the cell’s ability to reflect the true, aggregate MGDB amount may be adversely affected.
The conditions leading to this result are
systemic for VA products. They include:
a) Contracts with similar characteristics that
are typically aggregated, s u ch as age and
s e x , can nonetheless show substantial
variation in their MGD B component
values.
A prime cause of this phenomenon is the
flexibility that VA contracts afford to the
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ratchet periods, and even options to add
components, all within the same plan.
In this situation, plan-based model cells
will fail to capture key distinctions that
exist between contracts in the same plan.

for a contract is apt to change during the
projection period under some of the
scenarios.
c)

The conditions above produce a difficult
environment in which to create model cells that
can accurately represent MGDB benefits. The
aggregation process may thus introduce shortcomings when:
a) Combining contracts in model cells where
some contracts have MGDBs in the money
and some do not. Problems can occur even
where model cells are differentiated by inthe-money-ness* of the underlying
contracts.
Model cells that capture the current inthe-money-ness* are of limited value in
forecasting future results, as individual
contracts will move in and out of the
money at different points in the projection
period. These differences arise because of
the unique allocation each contract makes
among available subaccounts and how
e a ch subaccount performs under each
s c e n a r i o. In addition, e a ch contract’s
historical fund values and transactions,
upon which the MGDB values may be
b a s e d , m ay cause differences in the
projected death benefits.
b)

refers to the relationship of the

d) Establishing individual model cells that
include contracts with a range of issue
dates.
This situation creates an ambiguous point
at which the ratchet or reset component is
re-established.

A BIAS RESULTING FROM AGGREGATION
MGDB MODELING

IN

The difficulties just delineated raise questions
about the ability to accurately model the
MGDBs of a block of business under all but the
most rigorous model construction. This is of
particular concern in regard to the SOP for two
r e a s o n s. The first reason is that the MGDB
modeled by combining contracts into cells is
likely to be smaller than its seriatim counterpart, due to the maximizing formula employed
in virtually all MGDB definitions.
To illustrate how this happens, observe the
impact of combining into one model cell the following two contracts with two MGDB components and roughly the same in-the-money status:

Combining contracts where the death
benefit s of the cont ract s are no t all
governed by the same component; e. g. ,
ratchet for some, rollup for others, etc.
Similar to the discussion in the preceding
point, creating model cells based on the
current governing MGDB component is not
sufficient, because the governing component

* The term “ i n - t h e - m o n e y - n e s s

Establishing model cells that do not have
access to prior transactions (gross considerations and partial withdrawals) or access
to prior fund value balances of the underlying contracts of the cells.
As stated earlier, historical contract values
m ay be the basis for future values of
MG DB compone nts. If the model cell
doesn’t have access to this information,
then its ability forecast MGDB amounts is
degraded.

Contract

Fund Value

Ratchet
Component

Roll-up
Component

MGDB Amount

1

45,000

55,000

50,000

55,000

2

40,000

47,000

50,000

50,000

Sum

85,000

-

-

105,000

Model Cell

85,000

102,000

100,000

102,000

death benefit in relation to the
fund value. A contract is considered “in-the-money” to the extent
the death beenfit exceeds the fund
value; the greater the excess, the
greater the “in-the-money-ness” of
the benefit.
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One might argue that the model cell could
easily be constructed with the knowledge that
the current death benefit of the two contracts is
$105,000, so it would not arrive at the $102,000
MGDB benefit amount. However, that point
loses much of its veracity when one is projecting MGDBs for the model cell into the future,
without the benefit of knowing the values from
each of its underlying contracts.
Algebraically, a model’s bias toward this
MGDB understatement is captured in the following equation. The equation is instructive,
and the key aspect is its sign, because that clarifies the model’s bias. First, though, an explanation of the terms is in order. The equation
deals with a model cell composed of three contracts numbered 1, 2 & 3, and an MGDB formula that has 3 components a, b, & c. The variable 2b, for example, is the “b” component of the
MGDB formula for contract #2.
This model cell has been enhanced to capture the aggregate amount of each MGDB component for the contracts included in the cell
(e.g., the “b” component of the model cell equals
the sum of that value from each contract, 1b +
2b + 3b). It then applies the MGDB formula to
those aggregate components to determine the
MGDB amount. This is represented by the left
side of the equation. The terms to the right represents the MGDB formula at work individually for each contract.

The model cell will produce representative results when the two sides of the equation are equal; that is, when the sign is “=”. In
reality there is a negative bias in the model
and the sign will often be “<”. Why? Let’s
assume that component “b” governs the model
c e l l ’s MGDB amount. Equality, then, can only
be achieved if each contract is also governed
by component “b”. For any contract incl u d e d
in the model cell whose MGDB amount is governed by either component “a” or “c”, the difference between its governing component and
its “b” component creates a deficiency in the
model cell in relation to the sum of the individual contracts.

This situation may be illustrated with the
simple example above. The governing component of the model cell is the Ratchet component,
while contract #2’s governing component is
Roll-up. The $3,000 difference between #2’s
Roll-up and Ratchet components is the amount
of deficiency in the model cell.

THE EFFECT OF AGGREGATION ON NETAMOUNT-AT-RISK
The second concern in regard to the SOP is the
error that aggregation may cause on the excess
of the MGDB over the fund value; i.e., the netamount-at-risk (NAR). This error ultimately
translates into an error in the reserve. When
there is a shortcoming in the model cell’s
MGDB amount, there is a greater shortcoming
in NAR. This can be observed by examining the
NARs from the example in the preceding
section:

Contract

Fund Value

MGDB
Amount

NAR

1

45,000

55,000

10,000

2

40,000

50,000

10,000

Sum

85,000

105,000

20,000

Model Cell

85,000

102,000

17,000

Model vs. Seriatim

-

-3%

-15%

Moving beyond that simple example, the
NAR deficiency can be computed for various
combinations of: a) the model cell’s understatement of the MGDB amount in relation to a seriatim calculation; and b) the true in-the-moneyness of the MGDB benefit. The rates of NAR
deficiency in the table are established by the
formula: { Modeled NAR / Seriatim NAR – 1 },
where the Seriatim NAR is based on a death
benefit computed as DB = FV x (1 + In-theMoney-Ratio) and the Model NAR is based on
DB’ = DB x (1 + MGDB Deficiency).
continued on page 44
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NAR Deficiency

In-The-Money Ratio
MGDB
Deficiency

+10%

+20%

+30%

NAR+40%

-1.0%

-11%

-6%

-4%

-4%

-3.0

-33%

-18%

-13%

-11%

-5.0%

-55%

-30%

-22%

-18%

Any inaccuracy in the NAR has a direct
impact on the SOP calculation. In fact, a deficiency in the NAR (measured in percentages)
translates into a similar deficiency in the
MGDB Reserve computed under the SOP. Thus,
it would appear that model results similar to
those in the preceding table should be a cause
of concern in regard to the adequacy of the
MGDB Reserve. This situation is important
because the reserve is expected to be material
for many VA writers.
Donald A. Skokan, FSA,
MAAA, is a consulting
actuary at Milliman
USA in Windsor, CT.
He can be reached
at don.skokan@
milliman.com.

MODEL VALIDATION
Based on the potential errors discussed above,
a rigorous validation process is appropriate.
The focus of the validation should be on the
MGDB amounts from the model and how they
compare against the results on a seriatim

Thank You, Speakers!
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and express its gratitude to the following persons who were speakers at sessions sponsored by the Financial
Reporting Section at the May Spring
Meeting in Washington, D. C. You
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basis. These comparisons should be made for
selected scenarios of varying volatility and
d i r e c t i o n . Another key point is that such
comparisons should be made, not only as of the
model creation date, but also for several points
in the projection period. Finally, comprehensive
seriatim results are important to establish a
credible baseline for the comparisons.

CONCLUSIONS
Modeling to produce representative MGDB
amounts is challenging, due to the complexity
and basic nature of MGDB formulas, as well as
the flexibility inherent in Variable A n n u i t y
c o n t r a c t s. Aggregating contracts into cells is
likely to introduce a bias toward understatement of the MGDB amounts. Even sma ll
understatements of the MGDBs can lead to a
material deficiency of the NAR amounts, and
result in a correspondingly deficient MGDB
reserve under the SOP.
Model validation of MGDB amounts needs
to be rigorous, because the margin of acceptable
model error is small. In this environment, modeled results should be compared against comprehensive seriatim results at several points in
the projection period, under multiple scenarios.
In general, aggregating contracts facilitates analysis in a multi-scenario environment, which provides insights that may be
difficult to obtain otherwise. However, the
S O P ’s focus on MGDBs and the likely materiality of the MGDB reserves create a great
challenge when aggregating contracts with
MGDBs into cells. è
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